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Who are we?

SOLACE is a program of the State 

Bar of Georgia designed to assist 

those in the legal community who 

have experienced some significant, 

potentially life-changing event in their 

lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and 

straightforward. SOLACE does not 

solicit monetary contributions but 

accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

HOW 
CAN WE 
HELP YOU?

How does SOLACE work?

If you or someone in the legal 

community is in need of help, simply 

email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails 

are then reviewed by the SOLACE 

Committee. If the need fits within the 

parameters of the program, an email 

with the pertinent information is sent 

to members of the State Bar. 

What needs are addressed?

Needs addressed by the SOLACE 

program can range from unique medical 

conditions requiring specialized referrals 

to a fire loss requiring help with clothing, 

food or housing. Some other examples 

of assistance include gift cards, food, 

meals, a rare blood type donation, 

assistance with transportation in a 

medical crisis or building a wheelchair 

ramp at a residence.



A solo practitioner’s 

quadriplegic wife needed 

rehabilitation, and members 

of the Bar helped navigate 

discussions with their 

insurance company to obtain 

the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need 

of a CPAP machine, but didn’t 

have insurance or the means 

to purchase one. Multiple 

members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing 

with a serious illness and in 

the midst of brain surgery, 

her mortgage company 

scheduled a foreclosure on 

her home. Several members 

of the Bar were able to 

negotiate with the mortgage 

company and avoided the 

pending foreclosure.

Working with the South 

Carolina Bar, a former 

paralegal’s son was flown 

from Cyprus to Atlanta 

(and then to South Carolina) 

for cancer treatment. 

Members of the Georgia and 

South Carolina bars worked 

together to get Gabriel and 

his family home from their 

long-term mission work. 

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously 

stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to 
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers, 

court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who 
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury. 

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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vii
FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,

Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this 
program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication 
and efforts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible. Their 
names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success  
of this seminar are immeasurable.

We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this 
seminar and for whom the program was planned. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will  
be beneficial, as well as enjoyable. We think that these program materials will provide a great 
initial resource and reference for you.

If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us. 
Should you have a different legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate 
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.

Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.

Sincerely,  
Your ICLE Staff

Jeffrey R. Davis 
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia

Tangela S. King 
Director, ICLE

Rebecca A. Hall 
Associate Director, ICLE





Presiding:
Virginia L. Carron, Program Chair; Chair, Intellectual Property Law Section, State Bar of Georgia; Partner,
Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner LLP, Atlanta, GA

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 2018

 7:00 -  WELCOME RECEPTION
 8:30 Courtyard (In case of inclement weather: Talbot A-C.)

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 2018

 7:00  REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
  (All attendees must check in upon arrival. A jacket or sweater is recommended.)

 7:50  WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
  Virginia L. Carron, Program Chair; Chair, Intellectual Property Law Section, State Bar of   
  Georgia; Partner, Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner LLP, Atlanta, GA

 8:00  LESSONS IN PROFESSIONALISM
  Introduction: Virginia L. Carron
  Speaker:
  Hon. Thomas W. Thrash, Jr., Chief Judge, U.S. District Court for the Northern
  District of Georgia, Atlanta, GA

 9:00  SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY
  Hon. Susan G. Braden, Chief Judge, U.S. Court of Federal Claims, Washington, D.C.
  Timothy R. Holbrook, Asa Griggs Candler Professor of Law, Emory University School of Law,
  Atlanta, GA

 10:00  NETWORKING BREAK

 10:15  MOVE TO BREAKOUT SESSION

  B R E A K O U T   1A

  PTAB: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS, STATUS, AND FUTURE OF THE PTAB
  Introduction: Trenton A. Ward, Partner, Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner   
  LLP; (Former Lead Administrative Patent Judge, United States Patent and Trademark Office);  
  Atlanta, GA
  Speaker:
  Hon. David Ruschke, Chief Judge of PTAB, United States Patent and Trademark Office,   
  Alexandria, VA
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  B R E A K O U T   1B

  LET ME (AND ME AND ME AND ME) ENTERTAIN YOU!
  Moderator:  Mary Katherine “Katie” Bates, Of Counsel, Meunier Carlin & Curfman LLC,   
  Atlanta, GA
  Panelists:
  Lisa Moore, Moore Pequignot LLC, Atlanta, GA
  Catherine Rowland, Associate Register of Copyrights and Director of Public Information and  
  Education, U.S. Copyright Office, Washington, D.C.
  Liz Wheeler, Senior Counsel, UPtv, Atlanta, GA

Join us for the magical and mixed up world of the many and varied copyright 
rights that permeate the entertainment industry blossoming in Georgia. 
Writers, directors, producers, videographers, photographers, musicians, 
composers, architects, content distributors (online, in theaters, on broadcast 
television, on the radio) .... beginners will start to understand the complexity of 
this area of the law, and experienced practitioners can explore some of the hot 
button issues of the day.

 11:15 MOVE TO BREAKOUT SESSION

  B R E A K O U T   2A

  TWO YEARS IN: WHAT WE’VE LEARNED FROM THE DEFEND TRADE SECRETS ACT
  Moderator: David L. Pardue, Partner, Owen Gleaton Egan Jones & Sweeney LLP, Atlanta, GA
  Panelists:
  Mark A. Klapow, Partner, Crowell & Moring, Washington, D.C.
  Michael D. Weil, Partner, Orrick Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, San Francisco, CA
  Benjamin I. “Ben” Fink, Shareholder, Berman Fink Van Horn PC, Atlanta, GA

  B R E A K O U T   2B

  PATENT VENUE LANDSCAPE ONE YEAR AFTER TC HEARTLAND
  Panelists:
  Matthew W. “Matt” Howell, Partner, Alston & Bird LLP, Atlanta, GA
  Ryan K. Walsh, Partner, Jones Day, Atlanta, GA
  Nakul K. Warrier, Director and Assistant General Counsel, Ricoh USA, Inc., Duluth, GA
  Dr. Judy Jarecki-Black, Global Head, Intellectual Property, Merial Ltd., Duluth, GA

 12:15  CORPORATE COUNSEL PANEL
  Moderator: Andrea Cannon, Deputy General Counsel-IP, Nestlé Purina PetCare, St. Louis, MO
  Panelists:
  Leslie K. Slavich, General Counsel, Spanx, Inc., Atlanta, GA
  Kristin S. Westgard, Deputy General Counsel Litigation and Intellectual Property, Koch   
  Companies, Wichita, KS
  Steven Wong, Assistant General Counsel-Intellectual Property, The Home Depot, Atlanta, GA
  Stephanie A. Allen, Senior IP Counsel, Cox Communications Inc., Atlanta, GA



 1:15  RECESS

 5:00 -  COCKTAIL RECEPTION
 6:00 Talbot Colonnade (In case of inclement weather: Talbot A-C Foyer.)

 6:00 -  DINNER
 9:00 Talbot Colonnade (In case of inclement weather: Talbot A-C Foyer.)

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2018

 7:15  CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

 8:00  FEDERAL CIRCUIT MOCK ARGUMENT
  Introduction: Virginia L. Carron
  Moderator: Timothy R. Holbrook
  Presiding:
  Hon. Kimberly A. Moore, Circuit Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,   
  Washington, D.C.
  Hon. Kara F. Stoll, Circuit Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
  Washington, D.C.
  Nathan Kelley, Deputy General Counsel for Intellectual Property Law and Solicitor, United  
  States Patent and Trademark Office, Alexandria, VA
  Arguing:
  Benjamin A. Saidman, Associate, Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner LLP,   
  Atlanta, GA
  Kevin Lake, Associate, King & Spalding, Denver, CO

 9:00  ETHICS
  Moderator: Richard W. Miller, Partner, Ballard Spahr LLP, Atlanta, GA
  Panelists:
  Hon. Timothy C. Batten, Sr., Judge, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Georgia,
  Atlanta, GA
  Hon. Leigh Martin May, Judge, U.S. District Court, Northern District of Georgia,
  Atlanta, GA

 10:00  NETWORKING BREAK

 10:15  MOVE TO BREAKOUT SESSION

  B R E A K O U T   3A

  STRENGTHENING YOUR IP PORTFOLIO WITH DESIGN PATENTS
  Moderator: Andrew G. Strickland, Patent Attorney, Partner, Lee & Hayes PLLC, Atlanta, GA
  Panelists:
  Srikant Viswanadham, Partner, Cantor Colburn LLP, Atlanta, GA
  Jessica M. Kattula, Patent Counsel, Newell Brands Inc., Atlanta, GA
  Randi B. Isaacs, Patent Counsel, Emory University, Office of Technology Transfer, Atlanta, GA



  B R E A K O U T   3B

  THE MUSIC OF OUR LIVES
  Moderator: Rachel A. Geist, Chick-fil-A, Counsel, Corporate Legal, Atlanta, GA
  Regan A. Smith, General Counsel and Associate Register of Copyrights, U.S. Copyright Office,  
  Washington, D.C.
  Joseph R. “Joe” Wetzel, Partner, King & Spalding, San Francisco/Los Angeles, CA
  W. Andrew Pequignot, Moore Pequignot LLC, Atlanta, GA
  D. Jelani Miller, The Miller Law Group, LLC, Atlanta, GA

 11:15  MOVE TO BREAKOUT SESSION

  B R E A K O U T   4A

  TOP 10 TRADEMARK DECISIONS OF 2017-2018
  Moderator: Anna B. Naydonov, Associate, Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett &
  Dunner LLP, Washington, D.C.
  Panelists:
  Justin C. Ward, VP Intellectual Property, Daniel Defense, Inc., Black Creek
  James H. Johnson, Jr., Past Program Chair; Past Section Chair, Intellectual Property Law   
  Section, State Bar of Georgia; Counsel, Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, Atlanta, GA
  Clark A.D. Wilson, Senior Counsel, Merchant & Gould PC, Atlanta, GA

  B R E A K O U T   4B

  LEGAL AND STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS OF LITIGATION FUNDING IN IP LITIGATION
  Moderator: Stephen R. “Steve” Risley, Kent & Risley LLC, Alpharetta, GA
  Panelists:
  Katharine Wolanyk, Burford Capital, Chicago, IL
  Larry Tedesco, Berkeley Research Group, Tedesco Partners, Atlanta, GA
  Michael W. “Mike” McLaughlin, IP Investments Group, Atlanta, GA

 12:15  HATCH-WAXMAN AND OTHER LITIGATION: A VIEW FROM THE BENCH
  Moderator: M. David Weingarten, Ph.D., Associate, Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett &  
  Dunner LLP, Atlanta, GA
  Panelists:
  Hon. James R. Gilstrap, Chief Judge, U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Texas,   
  Marshall, TX
  Hon. Jose L. Linares, Chief Judge, U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey, Newark, NJ
  Hon. Sherry R. Fallon, Magistrate Judge, U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware,   
  Wilmington, DE

 1:15  ADJOURN
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Hon. Susan G. Braden

Chief Judge, U.S. Court of Federal Claims

Timothy R. Holbrook

Asa Griggs Candler Professor of Law, Emory University

§ Prevents private suits against “sovereign” entities without their
consent

§ Two versions at issue in IP cases recently:
§ Tribal immunity

§ Protects Native American tribes from suit
§ May be restricted by Congress

§ State immunity
§ XI Amend. U.S. Constitution

Chapter 2 
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§ Tribal Immunity
§ St. Regis Mohawk v. Mylan, 896 F.3d 1322 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

§ State Immunity
§ Covidien v. Univ. of Florida Research Foundation, 

IPR2016-01274, Paper 21 (PTAB Jan. 2017)
§ Ericsson v. Regents of University of Minnesota, 

IPR2017-01186, Paper 14 (PTAB Dec. 2017)

§ Allergan sold pharmaceutical patents to St. Regis Mohawk tribe

§ St. Regis argued that sovereign immunity precludes IPR filing
§ Federal Circuit held tribal immunity did not apply to IPR proceedings
§ Analogized IPR to reexaminations in which agency reconsiders an 

earlier decision

§ Held: Sovereign immunity did not apply

§ Expressly did not decide state sovereign immunity

Chapter 2 
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§ PTAB decision dismissing IPR

§ Univ. of Florida sued for breach of contract in state court
§ Vascath filed IPR petitions against patents owned by Univ. of Florida
§ Univ. of Florida moved to terminate

§ PTAB panel dismissed because Univ. protected by sovereign 
immunity

§ Found similarities to district court: cross-examination, adverse parties, 
document production, impartial adjudicator, power to enforce decision

§ Held: sovereign immunity applies and terminated IPR

§ Univ. of Minnesota sued Ericsson
§ Ericsson filed IPR petitions challenging patents

§ Expanded panel of PTAB judges, including C.J. Rushke and 
Deputy C.J. Boalick

§ Noted Federal Circuit precedent that interference proceedings subject 
to sovereign immunity

§ Found similarities to district court: cross-examination, adverse parties, 
document production, impartial adjudicator, power to enforce decision

§Held: Immunity available, but waived because patent owner filed 
action in district court

Chapter 2 
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§ Might states receive sovereign immunity protection but not tribes?
§ Form over substance to protect patents via transfer?

§ Are interferences similar to AIA “derivation proceedings” to apply 
sovereign immunity?

§ Potential for partial immunity (e.g., derivation, but not IPR)?

§ Issues with appealability for PTAB petitioners

§ PTAB standing may not confer standing on appeal
§ PTAB standing is statutory
§ Appeal standing requires Article III standing

§ Recent decisions finding lack of standing to appeal:
§ Consumer Watchdog v. Wisc. Alumni Research. Found’n, 753 F.3d 1258 

(Fed. Cir. 2014)
§ Phigenix v. Immunogen, 845 F.3d 1168 (Fed. Cir. 2017)
§ JTEKT Corp. v. GKN Automotive, 898 F.3d 1217 (Fed. Cir. 2018)

Chapter 2 
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§ Appellant to Fed. Cir. must possess Article III Standing

§ Statute can provide for appeal, but cannot eliminate Article III 
requirements

§ “[a]n appellant’s obligation to establish an injury in fact remains firm 
even though it need not ‘meet all the normal standards for 
redressability and immediacy’ when, as here, a statute provides that 
appellant with a right to appeal.”

JTEKT, 898 F.3d at 1219-1220

§ One-sided appealability
§ Patent owner can appeal, but nor petitioner

§ Lack of judicial review
§ What if PTAB gets it “wrong?”
§ Appears to implicate claims upheld by PTAB (petitioner appeal), not 

claims canceled (patent owner appeal)

§ Interplay with sovereign immunity?

§ Estoppel implications at district court and PTAB
§ Privies and real parties-in-interest may be estopped after decision that 

cannot be appealed

Chapter 2 
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PTAB: Recent Developments, Status, And
Future Of The PTAB
Presented By:

Introduction: Trenton A. Ward
Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner LLP
Atlanta, GA

 Hon. David Ruschke
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Alexandria, VA
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Moore Pequignot LLC
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24th Annual Intellectual Property Law Institute 

Let Me (and Me and Me and Me) Entertain You! 

Moderator: Katie Bates, Of Counsel, Meunier Carlin & Curfman LLC, Atlanta, GA 
Lisa Moore, Moore Pequignot LLC, Atlanta, GA 
Catherine Rowland, Associate Register of Copyrights and Director of Public Information and 
Education, U.S. Copyright Office 
Liz Wheeler, Senior Counsel, UPtv, Atlanta, GA 

Join us for the magical and mixed up world of the many and varied copyright rights that 
permeate the entertainment industry blossoming in Georgia. Writers, directors, producers, 
videographers, photographers, musicians, composers, architects, content distributors (online, 
in theaters, on broadcast television, on the radio) ... beginners will start to understand the 
complexity of this area of the law, and experienced practitioners can explore some of the hot 
button issues of the day. 
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Copyrightable Subject Matter  

 

Category of Authorship  Types of Works 

Literary Works  Fiction, nonfiction, poetry, serial publications (e.g., newspapers, magazines, 
etc.), articles, advertising copy, written communications (e.g., letters, email 
messages), reference works, directories, catalogs, compilations of information, 
computer programs, databases, ebooks, audiobooks, online textual works 
(e.g., blogs, website text), and similar types of textual works 

Pictorial Works  Paintings, drawings, photographs, prints, art reproductions, maps, technical 
drawings, diagrams, applied art (i.e., two‐dimensional pictorial artwork applied 
to a useful article), artistic crafts (e.g., textiles, table service patterns, wall 
plaques), online or digital artwork (e.g., computer‐aided artwork, digital 
imaging, pixel art), and similar types of pictorial works. 

Graphic Works  Drawings, prints, art reproductions, maps, technical drawings, diagrams, 
applied art (i.e., two‐dimensional graphic artwork applied to a useful article), 
artistic crafts (e.g., textiles, table service patterns, wall plaques), online or 
digital artwork (e.g., computer‐aided artwork, digital imaging, pixel art), and 
similar types of graphic works 

Sculptural Works  Sculptures, globes, models, applied art (i.e., three‐dimensional artwork 
incorporated into a useful article), works of artistic craftsmanship (e.g., 
jewelry, decorative vases, toys, piggybanks, dolls, stuffed toy animals, models), 
and similar types of sculptural works. 

Musical Works  Songs, song lyrics, symphonies, concertos, advertising jingles, and similar types 
of musical works 

Dramatic Works  Plays, musicals, operas, scripts, screenplays, and similar types of dramatic 
works. 

Choreographic Works  Ballet, modern dance, and similar types of complex dances. 

Motion Pictures  Films, documentaries, television shows, cartoons, videos, online videos, 
motion picture soundtracks, and similar types of motion pictures. 

Audiovisual Works  Videogames, slide presentations, online audiovisual works (e.g., smartphone 
and tablet applications, online courses and tutorials, website content), and 
similar types of audiovisual works. 

Sound Recordings  A recording of a song, a recording of a vocal performance, a recording of a 
musical performance, a recording of a literary work (e.g., an audiobook), a 
digital file of a performance, and similar types of recordings. 

Architectural Works  Buildings, architectural plans, and architectural drawings 
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Performing Arts 
Works of the performing arts are works that are intended to be performed for an audience. This 
category includes a wide variety of creative works, including music, lyrics, sound recordings, 
scripts, screenplays, choreography, motion pictures, video games, and similar types of works. 

 

Works commonly registered under Performing Arts category 

Albums Audio Books Beats

Choreographic 
Works 

Comedy Routines / Stand Up 
Routines 

Dances 

Drama Instrumentation Interviews

Jingles Karaoke Live Concerts 

Lyrics Method / Musical Instruction 
Books 

Mix Tapes 

Music Music & Lyrics Music Editing 

Musical 
Arrangement 

Musical Theater Musicals (Song / 
Script)

Pantomime Podcasts Remixes / Mashups 

Sampling Screenplays Scripts

Songs Sound Effects Sound Recordings 

Soundtracks Spoken Word Recordings Stage Plays

Synopses Teleplays Treatments

TV / Radio 
Broadcasts 

Vocals  

 

Source:  Copyright.gov 
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Work of Authorship Distinguished from the Medium of Expression 

 

 

 

 

Type of Work  Medium of Expression  Original Authorship 

Short story  Paper, digital file, etc.  Text that qualifies as a literary 
work 

Acrylic painting  Canvas   2‐D Artwork 

Song containing music and 
lyrics 

Sheet music, compact disc, 
digital music file, etc.  

Music and lyrics 

Recording of a song  Compact disc, digital music file, 
etc. 

Sound recording 

Home video  DVD, digital video file, etc.  Motion picture 
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w copyright.gov

CIRCULAR 

1

Copyright is a form of protection provided by the laws of the 
United States to the authors of “original works of authorship” 
that are fixed in a tangible form of expression. An original 
work of authorship is a work that is independently created by 
a human author and possesses at least some minimal degree 
of creativity. A work is “fixed” when it is captured (either 
by or under the authority of an author) in a sufficiently 
permanent medium such that the work can be perceived, 
reproduced, or communicated for more than a short time. 
Copyright protection in the United States exists automatically 
from the moment the original work of authorship is fixed.1

What Works Are Protected?

Examples of copyrightable works include

• Literary works

• Musical works, including any accompanying words

• Dramatic works, including any accompanying music

• Pantomimes and choreographic works

• Pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works

• Motion pictures and other audiovisual works

• Sound recordings, which are works that result from the 
fixation of a series of musical, spoken, or other sounds 

• Architectural works

These categories should be viewed broadly for the purpose 
of registering your work. For example, computer programs 
and certain “compilations” can be registered as “literary 
works”; maps and technical drawings can be registered as 

“pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works.”

Copyright is a form of protection 

provided by U.S. law to authors of 

“original works of authorship” from 

the time the works are created in a 

fixed form. This circular provides an 

overview of basic facts about copyright 

and copyright registration with the  

U.S. Copyright Office. It covers

• Works eligible for protection

• Rights of copyright owners

• Who can claim copyright

• Duration of copyright

Copyright Basics
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note: Before 1978, federal copyright was generally secured by publishing a work with an appro-
priate copyright notice. U.S. works that were in the public domain on January 1, 1978, when the 
1976 Copyright Act took effect, remain in the public domain under the 1976 Act.

What Are the Rights of a Copyright Owner?

Copyright provides the owner of copyright with the exclusive right to

• Reproduce the work in copies or phonorecords2

• Prepare derivative works based upon the work

• Distribute copies or phonorecords of the work to the public by sale or other transfer of owner-
ship or by rental, lease, or lending

• Perform the work publicly if it is a literary, musical, dramatic, or choreographic work; a panto-
mime; or a motion picture or other audiovisual work

• Display the work publicly if it is a literary, musical, dramatic, or choreographic work; a pan-
tomime; or a pictorial, graphic, or sculptural work. This right also applies to the individual 
images of a motion picture or other audiovisual work.

• Perform the work publicly by means of a digital audio transmission if the work is a sound 
recording

Copyright also provides the owner of copyright the right to authorize others to exercise these 
exclusive rights, subject to certain statutory limitations.

What Is Not Protected by Copyright?

Copyright does not protect

• Ideas, procedures, methods, systems, processes, concepts, principles, or discoveries

• Works that are not fixed in a tangible form (such as a choreographic work that has not been 
notated or recorded or an improvisational speech that has not been written down)

• Titles, names, short phrases, and slogans

• Familiar symbols or designs

• Mere variations of typographic ornamentation, lettering, or coloring

• Mere listings of ingredients or contents

For more information, see Works Not Protected by Copyright (Circular 33).

Who Can Claim Copyright?

The copyright in a work initially belongs to the author(s) who created that work. When two or more 
authors create a single work with the intent of merging their contributions into inseparable or inter-
dependent parts of a unitary whole, the authors are considered joint authors and have an indivisible 
interest in the work as a whole. By contrast, if multiple authors contribute to a collective work, each 
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author’s individual contribution is separate and distinct from the copyright ownership in the collec-
tive work as a whole.

“Works made for hire” are an important exception to the general rule for claiming copyright. 
When a work is made for hire, the author is not the individual who actually created the work. 
Instead, the party that hired the individual is considered the author and the copyright owner of the 
work. Whether a work is made for hire is determined by the facts that exist at the time the work is 
created. There are two situations in which a work may be made for hire:

1. When the work is created by an employee as part of the employee’s regular duties, or

2. When an individual and the hiring party enter into an express written agreement that the 
work is to be considered a “work made for hire” and the work is specially ordered or commis-
sioned for use as:

• A compilation

• A contribution to a collective work

• A part of a motion picture or other audiovisual work

• A translation

• A supplementary work

• An instructional text

• A test

• Answer material for a test

• An atlas

The concept of work made for hire can be complicated and has serious consequences for both the 
individual who creates the work and the hiring party who is considered to be the author and copy-
right owner of the work. For more information, see Works Made for Hire (Circular 30).

note: Mere ownership of a copy or phonorecord that embodies a work does not give the owner of 
that copy or phonorecord the ownership of the copyright in the work.

Transfer of Copyright Ownership

Any or all of the copyright owner’s exclusive rights, or parts of those rights, can be transferred. The 
transfer, however, generally must be made in writing and signed by the owner of the rights conveyed 
or the owner’s authorized agent. Transferring a right on a nonexclusive basis does not require a writ-
ten agreement.

You can bequeath a copyright by will or pass it along as personal property under applicable state 
laws of intestate succession. It can also be conveyed by operation of law.

You can “record” a transfer of copyright ownership with the Copyright Office through its Office 
of Public Records and Repositories. Although recordation is not required to make a valid transfer 
between parties, it does provide certain legal advantages. For more information, see Recordation of 
Transfers and Other Documents (Circular 12). 
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Termination of a Copyright Transfer

Under certain circumstances, the Copyright Act allows authors or their heirs to terminate an agree-
ment that transferred or licensed the author’s copyright to a third party after thirty-five years. To 
terminate a grant, the author or the author’s heirs must serve an advance written “notice of termi-
nation” on the grantee or the grantee’s successor-in-interest and must record a copy of that notice 
with the Copyright Office and pay the required filing fee.

A notice of termination must be recorded before the effective date of termination specified in the 
notice. If a notice of termination is not recorded in a timely manner, the notice will be invalid, and 
the author or the author’s heirs will not be able to terminate the agreement. For more information, 
see chapter 2300, section 2310 of the Compendium of U.S. Copyright Office Practices.

How Long Does Copyright Last?

In general, for works created on or after January 1, 1978, the term of copyright is the life of the 
author plus seventy years after the author’s death. If the work is a joint work with multiple authors, 
the term lasts for seventy years after the last surviving author’s death. For works made for hire and 
anonymous or pseudonymous works, the duration of copyright is 95 years from publication or 120 
years from creation, whichever is shorter.

For works created before January 1, 1978, that were not published or registered as of that date, 
the term of copyright is generally the same as for works created on or after January 1, 1978. The law, 
however, provides that in no case would the term have expired before December 31, 2002, and if the 
work was published on or before that date, the term will not expire before December 31, 2047.

For works created before January 1, 1978, that were published or registered before that date, the 
initial term of copyright was twenty-eight years from the date of publication with notice or from the 
date of registration. At the end of the initial term, the copyright could be renewed for another sixty-
seven years for a total term of protection of up to ninety-five years. To extend copyright into the 
renewal term, two registrations had to be made before the original term expired: one for the original 
term and the other for the renewal term. This requirement was eliminated on June 26, 1992, and 
renewal term registration is now optional.

For more information on the term of copyright protection, see Duration of Copyright (Circular 6) 
and Renewal of Copyright (Circular 6A).

How Can I Protect My Work?

Copyright exists automatically in an original work of authorship once it is fixed in a tangible 
medium, but a copyright owner can take steps to enhance the protections of copyright, the most 
important of which is registering the work. Although registering a work is not mandatory, for 
works of U.S. origin, registration (or refusal) is necessary to enforce the exclusive rights of copyright 
through litigation.

Applying a copyright notice to a work has not been required since March 1, 1989, but may still 
provide practical and legal benefits. Notice typically consists of the copyright symbol or the word 

“Copyright,” the name of the copyright owner, and the year of first publication. Placing a copyright 
notice on a work is not a substitute for registration.
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Benefits of Registration

Registration establishes a claim to copyright with the Copyright Office. An application for copyright 
registration can be filed by the author or owner of an exclusive right in a work, the owner of all 
exclusive rights, or an agent on behalf of an author or owner. An application contains three essential 
elements: a completed application form, a nonrefundable filing fee, and a nonreturnable deposit—
that is, a copy or copies of the work being registered and “deposited” with the Copyright Office.  
A certificate of registration creates a public record of key facts relating to the authorship and owner-
ship of the claimed work, including the title of the work, the author of the work, the name and 
address of the claimant or copyright owner, the year of creation, and information about whether 
the work is published, has been previously registered, or includes preexisting material. 

You can submit an application online through www.copyright.gov or on a paper application.  
For more information on registering a work with the Copyright Office, see Copyright Registration 
(Circular 2).

In addition to establishing a public record of a copyright claim, registration offers several other 
statutory advantages:

• Before an infringement suit may be filed in court, registration (or refusal) is necessary for 
works of U.S. origin.

• Registration establishes prima facie evidence of the validity of the copyright and facts stated in 
the certificate when registration is made before or within five years of publication.

• When registration is made prior to infringement or within three months after publication of a 
work, a copyright owner is eligible for statutory damages, attorneys’ fees, and costs.

• Registration permits a copyright owner to establish a record with the U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection (CBP)3 for protection against the importation of infringing copies.

Registration can be made at any time within the life of the copyright. If you register before pub-
lication, you do not have to re-register when the work is published, although you can register the 
published edition, if desired.

Effective Date of Registration

When the Copyright Office registers a work it assigns an effective date of registration to the certifi-
cate of registration. The effective date of registration is the day that the Office receives in proper 
form all required elements—an acceptable application, an acceptable deposit, and a nonrefundable 
filing fee. The date is not set until all the required elements are in the Office’s possession. If the 
Office receives incomplete materials, an unacceptable deposit, or an insufficient fee, the effective 
date of registration will be set on the date that the Office receives all the required materials in 
acceptable form. The date is not based on how long it takes the Office to examine the materials or 
mail the certificate of registration.

You do not have to receive your certificate of registration before you publish or produce your 
work. Nor do you need permission from the Copyright Office to place a copyright notice on your 
work. But the Copyright Office must approve or refuse your application before you can file a lawsuit 
for copyright infringement, except in cases involving a foreign work. You may seek statutory dam-
ages and attorneys’ fees in an infringement action provided that the infringement began after the 
effective date of registration. The law, however, provides a grace period of three months after pub-
lication during which full remedies can be recovered for any infringement begun during the three 
months after publication if registration is made before this period ends.
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Copyright Notice

A copyright notice is a statement placed on copies or phonorecords of a work to inform the public that 
a copyright owner is claiming ownership of the work. A copyright notice consists of three elements:

• The copyright symbol © or (p) for phonorecords, the word “Copyright,” or the abbreviation 
“Copr.”;

• The year of first publication of the work (or of creation if the work is unpublished); and

• The name of the copyright owner, an abbreviation by which the name can be recognized, or a 
generally known alternative designation.

A notice should be affixed to copies or phonorecords of a work in a way that gives reasonable 
notice of the claim of copyright.

Using a copyright notice is optional for unpublished works, foreign works, and works published 
on or after March 1, 1989. However, notice conveys the following benefits:

• It puts potential users on notice that copyright is claimed in the work.

• For published works, notice may prevent a defendant from attempting to limit liability for 
damages or injunctive relief based on an “innocent infringement” defense.

• It identifies the copyright owner at the time of first publication for parties seeking permission 
to use the work.

• It identifies the year of first publication, which can be used to determine the term of copyright 
for anonymous or pseudonymous works or works made for hire.

• It may prevent the work from becoming an “orphan” by identifying the copyright owner or 
specifying the term of copyright. Orphan works are original works of authorship for which 
prospective users cannot identify or locate copyright owners to request permission.

Notice was required for works published in the United States before March 1, 1989. Works pub-
lished without notice before that date may have entered the public domain in this country. 

For more information, see Copyright Notice (Circular 3).

How Can I Use a Copyrighted Work?

When deciding to use a work protected by copyright, the general rule is to seek permission from the 
copyright owner. Under the copyright law, a copyright owner may authorize activities that fall under 
the exclusive rights of copyright. For more information on seeking permission to use a copyrighted 
work, see How to Obtain Permission (Circular 16A).

Sections 107 to 122 of the copyright law contain provisions that establish limitations on the exclu-
sive rights of the copyright owner. The provisions make certain uses of copyrighted works permis-
sible without first obtaining permission of the copyright owner. One of the most discussed of these 
statutory provisions is known as fair use, a legal doctrine that promotes freedom of expression by 
permitting the unlicensed use of copyright-protected works in certain circumstances. For more 
information on fair use, see the Office’s Fair Use Index on its website.
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What Is Publication and Why Is It Important?

Under copyright law, publication is the distribution of copies or phonorecords of a work to the 
public by sale or other transfer of ownership or by rental, lease, or lending. Offering to distribute 
copies or phonorecords to a group of people for purposes of further distribution, public perfor-
mance, or public display also constitutes publication.

Whether a work is published has important implications, including:

• The year of publication may determine the length of the copyright term for a work made for 
hire or an anonymous or pseudonymous work.

• The year of publication may determine the length of the copyright term if the work was cre-
ated before January 1, 1978, and was published or registered before that date.

• The year of publication may determine the length of the copyright term if the work was created 
before January 1, 1978, and was first published between January 1, 1978, and December 31, 2002.

• The date and nation of first publication may determine if a foreign work is eligible for copy-
right protection in the United States.

• A certificate of registration creates certain legal presumptions if the work is registered before 
or within five years after the work was first published.

• A copyright owner may be entitled to claim statutory damages and attorneys’ fees in an 
infringement lawsuit if the work was registered before the infringement began or within three 
months after the first publication of that work.

• Many of the exceptions and limitations on the copyright owner’s exclusive rights vary depend-
ing on whether the work is published or unpublished.

• As a general rule, works published before March 1, 1989, must be published with a valid copy-
right notice.

• The deposit requirements for registering a published work differ from the requirements for 
registering an unpublished work. 

• Works published in the United States may be subject to mandatory deposit with the Library of 
Congress. For more information, see “What Is Mandatory Deposit?” below.

When you register your work with the Office, you must determine whether the work is published 
or unpublished. For further information regarding publication, see chapter 1900 of Compendium of 
U.S. Copyright Office Practices.

How Do I Protect My Work in Other Countries?

There is no such thing as an “international copyright” that automatically protects an author’s works 
throughout the entire world. Protection against unauthorized use in a particular country depends 
on the national laws of that country. Most countries offer protection to foreign works under certain 
conditions, and these conditions have been greatly simplified by international copyright treaties 
and conventions. Generally, a U.S. work may be protected in a foreign country if that country has 
entered into an international agreement with the United States. For more information and a list of 
countries that maintain copyright relations with the United States, see International Copyright Rela-
tions of the United States (Circular 38A).
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What Is Mandatory Deposit?

All copyrighted works that are published in the United States are subject to the “mandatory deposit” 
provision of the copyright law. As a general rule, this provision requires that two complete copies of 
the “best edition” of a copyrightable work published in the United States be sent to the Copyright 
Office for the collections of the Library of Congress within three months of publication. The “best 
edition” of a work is “the edition, published in the United States at any time before the date of 
deposit, that the Library of Congress determines to be most suitable for its purposes.” The owner of 
copyright or of the exclusive right of publication may comply with this requirement either by sub-
mitting the best edition of the work when registering the work with the Office or by submitting the 
work without seeking a registration and solely for the purpose of fulfilling the mandatory deposit 
requirement. The mandatory deposit provision helps ensure that the Library of Congress obtains 
copies of every copyrightable work published in the United States for its collections or for exchange 
with or transfer to any other library.

For more information, see Mandatory Deposit of Copies or Phonorecords for the Library of Congress 
(Circular 7D) and Best Edition of Published Copyrighted Works for the Collections of the Library of Con-
gress (Circular 7B).
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notes
1. This circular is intended as an overview of the basic concepts of copyright. The authoritative 
source for U.S. copyright law is the Copyright Act, codified in Title 17 of the United States Code. Copy-
right Office regulations are codified in Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Copyright Office 
practices and procedures are summarized in the third edition of the Compendium of U.S. Copyright 
Office Practices, cited as the Compendium. The copyright law, regulations, and the Compendium are 
available on the Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov.
2. A phonorecord is a material object in which sounds, other than those accompanying a motion pic-
ture or other audiovisual work, are fixed and from which the sounds can be perceived, reproduced, 
or otherwise communicated either directly or with a machine. The technology for creating and 
using a phonorecord includes those now known or later developed.
3. CBP began accepting online applications for recordation of unregistered copyrights through the 
Intellectual Property Rights Electronic Recordation System (IPRR). Each unregistered copyright recor-
dation will be valid for a period of nine months, with a potential one-time ninety-day extension 
of time, while an application to register that copyright is pending with the Copyright Office. Upon 
registration, the copyright recordation will continue to receive the benefits of border enforcement 
from CBP.
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For Further Information

By Internet

The copyright law, the Compendium, electronic registration, application forms, regulations,  
and related materials are available on the Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov.

By Email

To send an email inquiry, click the Contact Us link on the Copyright Office website.

By Telephone

For general information, call the Copyright Public Information Office at (202) 707-3000 or  
1-877-476-0778 (toll free). Staff members are on duty from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm, Eastern time, 
Monday through Friday, except federal holidays. To request application forms or circulars by 
postal mail, call (202) 707-9100 or 1-877-476-0778 and leave a recorded message. 

By Regular Mail

Write to
Library of Congress
U.S. Copyright Office 
Publications Section
101 Independence Avenue, SE #6304

Washington, DC 20559-6304
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This circular is intended as a guide to registering musical 
compositions with the U.S. Copyright Office. For specific 
information, see chapter 800 of the Compendium of U.S. 
Copyright Practices.1

Musical Compositions

The Copyright Act provides in section 102(a)(2) for copy-
right protection in “musical works, including any accom-
panying words,” that are fixed in some tangible medium of 
expression. Musical works include original compositions 
and original arrangements or other new versions of earlier 
compositions to which new copyrightable authorship has 
been added.

Copyright protection gives the owner of copyright in a 
musical composition the exclusive right to make copies, pre-
pare derivative works, sell or distribute copies, and perform 
or display the work publicly. The owner of copyright may 
also authorize others to engage in the exclusive rights. 

The copyright in a musical work includes the right to 
make and distribute, or to authorize, the first sound record-
ing of a performance of the musical composition. Once a 
musical composition is published in the United States on 
phonorecords, others are permitted to make subsequent 
sound recordings of the musical composition subject to a 
compulsory licensing provision in the copyright law.2 For 
more information, see Compulsory License for Making and 
Distributing Phonorecords (Circular 73).

Musical Compositions Versus Sound Recordings

A musical composition and a sound recording are two sepa-
rate works. A registration for a musical composition covers the 
music and lyrics, if any, embodied in that composition, but it 
does not cover a recorded performance of that composition. 

This circular provides information 

about registering musical 

compositions with the U.S. Copyright 

Office. It introduces the difference 

between a musical composition and a 

sound recording under copyright law 

and offers guidance about

• Completing a copyright application

• Submitting a deposit

• Registering multiple unpublished 

musical compositions

Copyright Registration for

Musical Compositions
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For example, the song “Rolling in the Deep” and a recording of Aretha Franklin singing “Rolling in 
the Deep” are two distinct works. The song itself (i.e., the music and the lyrics) is a musical composi-
tion, and a recording of an artist performing that song is a sound recording.

In most cases, a musical composition and a sound recording must be registered separately with 
the Copyright Office. However, in limited circumstances, a sound recording and its underlying 
musical composition can be registered with one application, filing fee, and deposit. For informa-
tion about registering a sound recording, see Circular 56. For information about registering a musical 
composition together with a sound recording, see Circular 56A.

Copyright Registration

To register a claim to copyright in a musical composition, you must submit the following to the 
Copyright Office: (1) a completed application form; (2) a nonrefundable filing fee; and (3) the 
required “deposit copies” of your work. This circular highlights issues common to registrations of 
musical compositions. For more guidance on registering a musical composition, see chapter 800, 
section 802.9, of the Compendium. For general registration information, see Copyright Registration 
(Circular 2).

note: Copyright Office fees are subject to change. For current fees, see Copyright Office Fees  
(Circular 4), available on the Office’s website at www.copyright.gov or call the Office at  
(202) 707-3000 or 1-877-476-0778 (toll free).

Mistakes in applications lead to delays in registration, so it is important to complete the appli-
cation accurately. Instructions for completing an online application appear in the “help” text that 
accompanies the application. Here are some tips regarding common points of confusion.

Type of Work

• At the beginning of the application, select “Work of the Performing Arts” on the “Type of Work” 
screen. The questions in the application are based on the type of work you select. If you select 
the wrong option, you will need to start over.

Title

• Provide the title of the musical composition you are registering exactly as it appears on the 
work itself.

• If you are registering multiple musical compositions as an unpublished collection, provide a 
title for the collection as a whole and the title of each individual work within the collection 
(see “Multiple Musical Compositions” below).

• If you are registering a musical composition contained within a larger work, such as an album, 
provide the title of the musical composition as the “Title of Work Being Registered” and the 
album title as the “Title of Larger Work.” 
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Publication

“Publication” occurs when copies or phonorecords of a work are distributed to the public by sale or 
other transfer of ownership or by rental, lease, or lending. Publication also occurs when a copyright 
owner offers to distribute copies or phonorecords of a work to a group of persons for the purpose 
of further distribution or public performance. A public performance of a musical composition does 
not, in and of itself, constitute publication.

• If the work has not been published, state that the work is “unpublished.” 

• If the work has been published, give the month, day, and year that the copies or phonorecords 
were first distributed to the public or first offered to a group of persons for further distribu-
tion or public performance.

Year of Completion

The year of completion is the year in which the version of the work you are registering was first fixed 
in writing or recorded in any other tangible form.

• If you are registering a work that was written or recorded over a period of time, or a work 
that constitutes a new version of an earlier work, give the year of completion of the final 
work or new version.

Author

The author of a musical composition is the person who wrote or created the music and lyrics, if any, 
unless a work is a work made for hire.

• If the music was created as a work made for hire, give the name of the employer, not the 
person who actually created the music.

note: Check “Made for Hire” only if the work was prepared by an employee within the scope of his 
or her employment or commissioned by a third party (1) as a contribution to a compilation or a 
collective work, (2) as part of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, or (3) as a musical arrange-
ment with an express written agreement signed by both parties that the work would be considered 
a work made for hire. For more information, see Works Made for Hire (Circular 30).

Type of Authorship 

• Specify what the author created in the copy or phonorecord that accompanies the application. 

• If you are registering a musical composition, you can describe authorship in terms of the lyrics, 
the music, and/or the musical arrangement.

• If you are also registering artwork, photographs, or liner notes that appear on the copy or pho-
norecord, include a brief statement to that effect in the “Other” field.

• If you are registering a compilation or a collective work, such as an album, describe the 
authorship and the material included in the claim by stating “Compilation of Musical Compo-
sitions” in the “Other” field.

note: Do not include elements that are not present in the copy or phonorecord. Do not include ele-
ments that are not protected by copyright, such as ideas, concepts, names, or titles.
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Limitation of Claim

• If you are registering a derivative musical work, identify the preexisting material in the “Mate-
rial Excluded” field, and identify the new material in the “New Material Included” field. If the 
preexisting material has been registered with the Copyright Office, include the registration 
number and year. Complete this space only if the work being registered contains an appre-
ciable amount of material that 

 » was previously published;

 » was previously registered in the U.S. Copyright Office;

 » is in the public domain; or

 » is not part of this claim.

 Leave this space blank if the work does not contain an appreciable amount of any of this kind 
of material. For more information, see chapter 500, section 507 of the Compendium.

Deposit Requirements

To register your musical composition, you must send a copy of the work to the Copyright Office. 
This deposit should be a complete copy of the work being registered. A “complete” copy means that 
the deposit is legible, is assembled in orderly form, is labeled with the title of the work, and includes 
everything to be covered by the registration. How you submit your deposit, and the number of 
copies required, depends on whether the work is unpublished, published solely in a digital form, or 
published in physical form. Once a deposit has been submitted, it becomes part of the public record 
and cannot be returned.

Unpublished Works and Digital-Only Published Works

You must submit one complete copy of the work if the work is unpublished or published solely in a 
digital form, such as a song that is only distributed online. The Copyright Office strongly encour-
ages you to submit the deposit for these types of works as a digital file uploaded through the elec-
tronic registration system. Do not submit a physical copy or a phonorecord, such as a score, a CD, a 
flash drive, or other physical storage device. Each file must be uploaded in an acceptable format not 
to exceed 500 MB.

Works Published in Physical Form

In general, you must submit two complete copies (rather than phonorecords) of the best edition of 
the musical work. In practical terms, this means that if the work was published in a print format, 
such as sheet music, you must submit two copies in that format. Works published only as a sound 
recording or only as part of a motion picture soundtrack are subject to special deposit requirements, 
discussed below.

Printed Music

• For musical compositions first published in printed form (such as a score, book, or manu-
script), or published in both a phonorecord and in printed form, submit two complete copies 
of the best edition (see below). 
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• For a musical composition published only by rental, lease, or lending, you may submit one 
complete copy of the best edition. You can submit a full score or conductor’s score. If there is a 
score and individual parts, only the score is required as the deposit.

• For a printed musical composition first published outside the United States, you can submit 
one complete copy of the score as first published (or one complete copy of the best edition, if 
also published in the United States).

Phonorecords

• For musical compositions first published solely in a physical phonorecord (such as an album, 
disc, or tape), you can upload one digital copy through the electronic registration system or 
submit one physical copy of the phonorecord.

• For a musical composition published as a single contribution to a collective work, such as an 
album, you may upload a digital copy of the contribution or submit one complete copy of the 
collective work.

Motion Picture Soundtrack

• For a musical composition published only in a motion picture soundtrack, submit identifying 
material consisting of a transcription of the musical work, such as a score, or one copy of the 
entire musical work as a phonorecord. In addition, submit photographs or other reproduc-
tions from the motion picture showing the title of the motion picture and any credits or copy-
right notice for the soundtrack.

To submit a physical copy of your work after completing an online application, print a shipping 
slip from the “Submit Your Work” screen and send it with your deposit in the same package to the 
address on the shipping slip. To submit a physical copy of your work with a paper Form PA, send the 
deposit in the same package with the application and the filing fee to the address on the form.

Best Edition

A “best edition,” for purpose of mandatory deposit, is the edition published in the United States at 
any time before the date of deposit that the Library of Congress determines most suitable for its 
purposes. In the case of musical compositions, the Office has only set forth best edition require-
ments for works published in print formats, such as sheet music. Compositions published only as 
sound recordings or as part of a motion picture are not subject to the best edition requirement. If 
there are multiple printed formats, you must decide which format constitutes the “best edition.” 
Use the following criteria to identify the highest-quality edition. For more information, see Best 
Edition of Published Copyrighted Works for the Collections of the Library of Congress (Circular 7B). 

A. Fullness of Score

1. Vocal music

a. With orchestral accompaniment—

i. Full score and parts, if any, rather than conductor’s score and parts, if any. (In cases 
of compositions published only by rental, lease, or lending, this requirement is 
reduced to full score only.)
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ii. Conductor’s score and parts, if any, rather than condensed score and parts, if any. 
(In cases of compositions published only by rental, lease, or lending, this require-
ment is reduced to conductor’s score only.)

b. Unaccompanied: Open score (each part on separate staff) rather than closed score 
(all parts condensed to two staves)

2. Instrumental music

a. Full score and parts, if any, rather than conductor’s score and parts, if any. (In cases of 
compositions published only by rental, lease, or lending, this requirement is reduced 
to full score only.)

b. Conductor’s score and parts, if any, rather than condensed score and parts, if any. 
(In cases of compositions published only by rental, lease, or lending, this requirement 
is reduced to conductor’s score only.)

B. Printing and Paper

1. Archival-quality rather than less-permanent paper

C. Binding and Packaging

1. Special limited editions rather than trade editions

2. Bound rather than unbound

3. If editions have different binding, apply the criteria in I.A.2–I.A.12, in Circular 7B.

4. With protective folders rather than without

Multiple Musical Compositions

As a general rule, you must submit a separate application, filing fee, and deposit for each work you 
want to register. However, the Copyright Office offers an accommodation for unpublished collec-
tions. You can register two or more unpublished songs, song lyrics, or other musical works with one 
application and fee if your collection meets certain requirements: at least one author must have cre-
ated or co-created all of the compositions, and the claimant for each composition must be the same 
person or organization. Copyright belongs to the author and can be transferred only by a written 
agreement or other legal means. If there has been no transfer, and the songs you want to register are 
by different authors, the collection does not qualify for registration with one application. 

In the following examples, Al can register unpublished musical works using one application.

1. Al wrote the music, and Sue wrote the lyrics to each of eight songs.

2. Sue wrote the music, and Al and Larry wrote the lyrics to each of four songs.

In the following examples, Al cannot register unpublished musical works using one application.

1. Al wrote the lyrics and music to three songs and co-wrote lyrics and music to four songs with 
Sue. No transfer has taken place.

2. Sue wrote the music for six songs. Al wrote the lyrics to two of the songs, and Larry wrote the 
lyrics to four of the songs.
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When completing an application for multiple unpublished musical compositions, give a title 
for the collection as a whole. This title should also appear on the deposit copy or phonorecord. 
You may also give titles for the individual musical compositions. In addition, name all the indi-
viduals who contributed authorship to the musical works in the collection. If the authors are 
members of a performing group, you may state this after each name. Naming a performing group 
as the author without naming the individual members who created the works is not sufficient. For 
more information about registration of unpublished collections, see Multiple Works (Circular 34).

notes
1. This circular is intended as an overview of copyright registration for musical compositions. The 
authoritative source for U.S. copyright law is the Copyright Act, codified in Title 17 of the United 
States Code. Copyright Office regulations are codified in Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations. 
Copyright Office practices and procedures are summarized in the third edition of the Compendium 
of U.S. Copyright Office Practices, cited as the Compendium. The copyright law, regulations, and the 
Compendium are available on the Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov.
2. A “phonorecord” is a material object in which sounds are fixed and from which the sounds can 
be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine 
or device. Examples include a cassette tape, a vinyl disc, or a compact disc. A phonorecord does not 
include sounds accompanying a motion picture or other audiovisual work.
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For Further Information

By Internet

The copyright law, the Compendium, electronic registration, application forms, regulations,  
and related materials are available on the Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov.

By Email

To send an email inquiry, click the Contact Us link on the Copyright Office website.

By Telephone

For general information, call the Copyright Public Information Office at (202) 707-3000 or  
1-877-476-0778 (toll free). Staff members are on duty from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm, Eastern time, 
Monday through Friday, except federal holidays. To request application forms or circulars by 
postal mail, call (202) 707-9100 or 1-877-476-0778 and leave a recorded message. 

By Regular Mail

Write to
Library of Congress
U.S. Copyright Office 
Publications Section
101 Independence Avenue, SE #6304

Washington, DC 20559-6304
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This circular provides general information about the require-
ments for registering sound recordings with the U.S. Copy-
right Office. For specific information about this topic, see 
chapter 800 of the Compendium of U.S. Copyright Practices, 
Third Edition.1

What is a Sound Recording?

The Copyright Act defines sound recordings as “works that 
result from the fixation of a series of musical, spoken, or 
other sounds but not including sounds accompanying a 
motion picture or other audiovisual work.” Generally, a 
sound recording is a recorded performance, often of another 
work. A sound recording must be fixed, meaning that the 
sounds must be captured in a medium from which they can 
be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated. The 
author may fix the sounds in a digital track, disk, tape, or 
other format.

Common examples of sound recordings include an audio 
recording of:

• A person singing a song or playing a musical instrument.

• A person reading a book or delivering a lecture.

• A group of persons hosting a podcast or performing a 
radio play.

• A person speaking, a dog barking, a bird singing, wind 
chimes ringing, or other sounds from the natural world 
(assuming the recording contains a sufficient amount 
of production authorship).

A sound recording typically includes the contributions of 
the parties whose performance is captured in the recording 
and the parties who captured and processed those sounds  
to make the final recording. Short sound recordings may lack 

A sound recording is generally a 

recorded performance, often of 

another work. It must be fixed—

captured in a medium from which 

it can be perceived, reproduced, or 

otherwise communicated—in a 

digital track, disc, tape, or other 

format. This circular introduces legal 

concepts and registration issues 

related to sound recordings. It covers

• Distinction between sound 

recordings and other works

• Completing an application

• Deposit requirements

• Registering multiple sound 

recordings

• Scope of copyright protection

Copyright Registration for

Sound Recordings
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a sufficient amount of authorship to warrant copyright protection, just as words and short textual 
phrases are not copyrightable. Sound recordings captured by purely mechanical means without 
originality of any kind also lack a sufficient amount of authorship to warrant copyright protection.

Sound Recordings Distinguished from Underlying Creative Works

Sound recordings often contain other separate copyrightable creative works, such as songs, plays, 
lectures, or readings. The copyright in a sound recording covers the recording itself. It does not cover 
the music, lyrics, words, or other underlying content embodied in that recording. For example, the 
song “Rolling in the Deep” authored by Adele and Paul Epworth and a recording of Aretha Franklin 
singing “Rolling in the Deep” are two distinct works. The underlying music and lyrics are a “musical 
work,” and a recording of an artist performing that song is a “sound recording.”

This circular focuses on registration issues involving sound recordings. It does not address reg-
istration of the music, lyrics, or other content that may be embodied in the recording itself. For 
information on registering a song, book, or other content that may be embodied in a sound record-
ing, see Copyright Registration for Musical Compositions (Circular 50) and chapter 700 of the Compen-
dium. For information on registering a sound recording together with the content embodied in that 
recording, see Copyright Registration of Musical Compositions and Sound Recordings (Circular 56A).

Sound Recordings Distinguished from the Sounds Accompanying a Motion Picture

There is a legal distinction between a sound recording and the soundtrack for a motion picture 
or other audiovisual work. The Copyright Act states that “sounds accompanying a motion picture 
or audiovisual work” are not sound recordings. These types of sounds are considered part of the 
motion picture or audiovisual work.

Common examples of works that do not qualify as sound recordings include:

• The soundtrack for a cartoon, documentary, or major motion picture.

• The soundtrack for an online video, music video, or concert video.

• A musical performance during a scene or during the credits for a motion picture.

Sound Recordings Distinguished from Phonorecords

A sound recording is not the same as a phonorecord. A phonorecord is the statutory term for a 
physical object that contains a sound recording, such as a digital audio file, a compact disc, or an LP. 
The term “phonorecord” includes any type of object that may be used to store a sound recording, 
including digital formats such as .mp3 and .wav files.
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Derivative Sound Recordings

A derivative sound recording is an audio recording that incorporates preexisting sounds, such as 
sounds that were previously registered or published or sounds that were fixed before February 
15, 1972. The preexisting recorded sounds must be rearranged, remixed, or otherwise altered in 
sequence or character, or the recording must contain additional new sounds. The new or revised 
sounds must contain at least a minimum amount of original sound recording authorship. 

Examples of derivative sound recordings include:

• A mashup comprising tracks and sounds from multiple sources.

• Additional tracks added to a previously published album.

Mechanical changes or processes, such as a change in format, declicking, or noise reduction, gen-
erally do not contain enough original authorship to warrant registration.

Registering a Sound Recording

To register a claim to copyright in a sound recording, you must submit the following to the Copyright 
Office: (1) a completed application form; (2) a nonrefundable filing fee; and (3) the required “deposit 
copies” of your work. This circular highlights some common issues in registering a sound recording 
with the Copyright Office. For more guidance in registering a sound recording, see chapter 800, section 
803.9 of the Compendium. For general registration issues, see Copyright Registration (Circular 2).

Completing the Application

When completing an online application, the Copyright Office offers the following tips.

Type of Work 

• When you begin an application, select the “Sound Recording” option on the “Type of Work” 
screen. The questions you encounter when filling out the application are based on the 
choice you make at the beginning of the application. If you select the wrong option you will 
need to start over.

Title 

• Provide the title exactly as it appears on the work itself.

• When registering multiple sound recordings as an unpublished collection (see below), provide a 
title for the collection as a whole as well as the titles of the individual works within the collection.

• When registering multiple sound recordings as a collective work or a unit of publication (see 
below), be sure to include the album title and list the individual track titles in the same order 
that they appear on the album.
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Publication

“Publication” occurs when phonorecords of a work are distributed to the public by sale, transfer of 
ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending. Offering to distribute phonorecords to a group of persons 
for the purpose of further distribution or publicly performing the work also constitutes publication. 
Simply performing a sound recording publicly does not constitute publication.

• If the work has not been published, state that the work is “unpublished.” 

• If the work has been published, give the month, day, and year that phonorecords were first dis-
tributed to the public or first offered to a group of persons for further distribution or public 
performance. 

Author 

• The author of a sound recording is the performer featured in the recording and the producer 
who captured and processed the sounds that appear in the final recording.

• If the performer or producer created the sound recording during the course of his or her 
employment under a typical employment relationship, then the sound recording is a work 
made for hire, and the employer is the author of the sound recording.

• If the performer or producer created the sound recording for a third party as a compilation or 
contribution to a collective work, and if the parties agreed in writing that the sound recording 
will be a “work made for hire,” then the third party is the author of the work.

For more information on works made for hire, see Works Made for Hire (Circular 30).

Type of Authorship 

• When registering a sound recording, check the box for “Sound Recording”

• When registering artwork, photographs, or text of liner notes, include a brief statement to that 
effect in the “Other” field.

• When registering a compilation or a collective work (see below), state “compilation of sound 
recordings” in the “Other” field.

Limitation of Claim

• When registering a derivative sound recording, identify the preexisting material in the “mate-
rial excluded” field and identify the new material in the “new material included” field. If the 
preexisting material has been registered with the Copyright Office, include the registration 
number and year.
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Submitting the Deposit Copies of the Work

To register your sound recording, you must submit the work to the Copyright Office. Once a deposit 
has been submitted, it becomes part of the public record and cannot be returned.

When registering a sound recording that is unpublished or published solely in a digital form, the 
Copyright Office strongly encourages you to submit the deposit as a digital file uploaded through 
the online registration system. Do not also submit a physical phonorecord, such as a CD, flash drive, 
or other physical storage device. Each file must be uploaded in an acceptable file format and each 
uploaded file must not exceed 500 MB in size.

When you are registering a sound recording published in a physical format, such as a compact 
disc or LP, submit the work in the physical format, even if there is a corresponding digital version. 
To submit a physical copy of your work after completing an online application, print a shipping slip 
from the bottom of the “Submit Your Work” screen and send the shipping slip and deposit in the 
same package to the address given on the shipping slip. To submit a physical copy of your work with 
a paper application, complete Form SR and submit the deposit in the same package with the appli-
cation and the filing fee.

If your sound recording has been published in the United States, you may need to comply with 
the “best edition” requirement by sending two copies of the “best” edition that exists at the time of 
registration. The “best” edition generally is the highest quality edition that has been publicly distrib-
uted in the United States. The Library of Congress has identified the following list, in descending 
order, of what it considers to be the best edition for sound recordings:

1. Compact disc

2. Vinyl disc

3. Open-reel tape

4. Cartridge tape

5. Cassette tape

For example, if the work was published both on compact disc and vinyl disc before the date of 
the application to register the work, you should submit the compact disc rather than the vinyl disc.

If your sound recording has not been published in any of the formats listed above, you may 
upload a digital file that contains any published version of the work.

Registering Multiple Sound Recordings

As a general rule, you must submit a separate application, filing fee, and deposit for each work you 
want to register. It may be possible to register multiple sound recordings with one application if they 
qualify for one of the following special registration accommodations.
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Unpublished Collection

You may register multiple unpublished sound recordings as an “unpublished collection” if at least 
one performer or one producer created or co-created all of the recordings and if the claimant for 
each recording is the same person or organization.

Example

Sue Smith and Joe Jones co-create five unpublished sound recordings, and co-own the 
copyright. They may register the five unpublished sound recordings on one application. The 
registration will cover all five sound recordings. 

Collective Work

You may register multiple sound recordings as a “collective work” if they have been assembled 
together into a collective whole, such as a digital album or compact disc. The registration will cover 
the copyrightable authorship in the selection, coordination, or arrangement of the collective work 
as a whole. It also may cover each individual sound recording if (1) the collective work and the indi-
vidual sound recordings are owned by the same party, and (2) the individual sound recordings have 
not been previously published or previously registered and are not in the public domain.

Examples

This year, the Oldies Recording Company published a “best of” album titled “Greatest Hits from 
the Age of Aquarius” featuring sound recordings originally published in the late 1970s. The 
Oldies Recording Company may register “Greatest Hits from the Age of Aquarius” as a collec-
tive work. The registration will cover the authorship involved in creating the album as a whole, 
but will not cover the individual sound recordings because they were previously published. 

ABC Records, Inc., publishes a new album containing twelve new tracks that were never before 
published. ABC Records owns the copyright in both the album and the individual tracks. ABC 
Records may register the album as a collective work. The registration will cover both the album 
and the sound recordings because the copyright in both the sound recordings and the album 
are owned by the same party. 

Unit of Publication

You may register multiple sound recordings as well as accompanying text and artwork as a “unit of 
publication,” if they were physically packaged or bundled together and if all of the recordings were 
first published together as that integrated unit. In addition, the entity that bundles the works together 
as the integrated unit must be the claimant in all the works that are submitted for registration.

Example

ABC Records bundles ten sound recordings on a CD with an insert containing text and pho-
tographs, distributes the packaged unit to the general public, and owns the copyright in the 
sound recordings, text, and photographs. ABC Records may register the sound recordings, text, 
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and photographs with one application as a unit of publication. The registration will cover all 
copyrightable content in the sound recordings, text, and photographs.

For more information concerning these special registration accommodations, see Multiple Works 
(Circular 34).

Copyright Protection in Sound Recordings

Generally, the owner of a sound recording does not have the exclusive right to publicly perform that 
work under the Copyright Act. However, the owner of a sound recording does have the exclusive 
right to publicly perform a sound recording by means of a digital audio transmission. 

Before February 15, 1972, federal copyright law did not protect sound recordings, but common 
law, or in some cases statutes enacted in certain states, generally did. In 1971, Congress amended the 
copyright law to provide federal copyright protection for sound recordings fixed and first published 
with a statutory copyright notice on or after February 15, 1972. All sound recordings created after 
January 1, 1978, are automatically protected by copyright. A sound recording is considered created 
when it is “fixed” in a phonorecord for the first time. Neither registration in the Copyright Office 
nor publication is required for protection under the present law.

Before March 1, 1989, the use of copyright notice was mandatory on all visually perceptible copies 
or phonorecords of published works, and any work first published before that date should have car-
ried a notice. The copyright notice is optional for works published on and after March 1, 1989. For 
more information about copyright notice, see Copyright Notice (Circular 3). 

The Uruguay Round Agreements Act, which became effective on January 1, 1996, restored copy-
right protection for certain unpublished foreign sound recordings fixed before February 15, 1972, 
and certain foreign sound recordings that were published without notice. For further information 
concerning restored sound recordings, see Copyright Restoration Under the URAA (Circular 38B).

note
1. This circular is intended as an introduction to registering sound recordings. The authoritative 
source for U.S. copyright law is the Copyright Act, codified in Title 17 of the United States Code. Copy-
right Office regulations are codified in Title 37 of the Code of Federal Regulations. Copyright Office 
practices and procedures are summarized in the third edition of the Compendium of U.S. Copyright 
Office Practices, cited as the Compendium. The copyright law, regulations, and the Compendium are 
available on the Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov.
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For Further Information

By Internet

The copyright law, the Compendium, electronic registration, application forms, regulations,  
and related materials are available on the Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov.

By Email

To send an email inquiry, click the Contact Us link on the Copyright Office website.

By Telephone

For general information, call the Copyright Public Information Office at (202) 707-3000 or  
1-877-476-0778 (toll free). Staff members are on duty from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm, Eastern time, 
Monday through Friday, except federal holidays. To request application forms or circulars by 
postal mail, call (202) 707-9100 or 1-877-476-0778 and leave a recorded message. 

By Regular Mail

Write to
Library of Congress
U.S. Copyright Office 
Publications Section
101 Independence Avenue, SE #6304

Washington, DC 20559-6304
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Copyright Registration 
for Motion Pictures, 
Including Video 
Recordings
Motion pictures are audiovisual works consisting of a series of related images 
that, when shown in succession, impart an impression of motion, together with 
any accompanying sounds. Motion pictures are typically embodied in film,  
videotape, or videodisk.

Copyright in a motion picture is automatically secured when the work is 
created and “fixed” in a copy. Only the expression fixed in a motion picture 
(camera work, dialogue, sounds, and so on) is protected under copyright.  
Copyright does not cover the idea or concept behind a work or any characters 
portrayed in it.

Live telecasts that are not fixed in copies and screenplays or treatments of 
future motion pictures do not constitute fixations of motion pictures.

Publication

Publication of a motion picture takes place when one or more copies are distrib-
uted to the public by sale, rental, lease, or lending or when an offering is made to 
distribute copies to a group (wholesalers, retailers, broadcasters, motion picture 
distributors, and the like) for purposes of further distribution or public perfor-
mance. Offering to distribute a copy of a motion picture for exhibition during a 
film festival may be considered publication of that work.

For an offering to constitute publication, copies must be made and be ready for 
distribution. The performance itself of a motion picture (for example, showing it 
in a theater, on television, or in a school room) does not constitute publication.

When a motion picture is published, all the components embodied in it are 
also considered to be published, including the music, the script, and the sounds. 
Thus, if a motion picture made from a screenplay is published, the screenplay is 
published to the extent it is contained in the published work.

Copyright Notice 

Before March 1, 1989, the use of a copyright notice was  required on all pub-
lished works, and any work first published before that date should have carried 
a notice. For works first published on or after March 1, 1989, use of the copy-
right notice is optional. For more information, see Circular 3, Copyright Notice.
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An application for copyright registration contains three 
essential elements: a completed application form, a non- 
refundable filing fee, and a nonreturnable deposit—that is, a 
copy or copies of the work being registered and “deposited” 
with the Copyright Office.

There are two ways to apply for copyright registration. 
Online registration is the preferred way to register basic 
claims for literary works; visual arts works; performing arts 
works, including motion pictures; sound recordings; and 
single serials. Advantages include a lower fee; the fastest pro-
cessing time; online status tracking; secure online payment 
by credit or debit card, electronic check, or Copyright Office 
deposit account; and the ability to upload certain categories 
of deposits as electronic files. To access online registration, 
go to the Copyright Office website and click on electronic 
Copyright Office.

You can also apply using paper forms. To access fill-in 
versions of Form PA (performing arts works) and Form 
CON (continuation sheet for paper applications), go to the 
Copyright Office website and click on Forms. Complete the 
form(s) on your personal computer, print them out, sign 
and date them, and mail them with a check or money order 
and a deposit. Blank forms can also be printed out and com-
pleted by hand or requested by postal mail (limit two copies 
of any one form by mail). 

Note: Copyright Office fees are subject to change. For current 
fees, check the Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov, 
write the Copyright Office, or call (202) 707-3000 or 1-877-476-
0778 (toll free). 

Effective Date of Registration

When the Copyright Office issues a registration certificate, it 
assigns as the effective date of registration the date it received 
all required elements—an application, a nonrefundable 
filing fee, and a nonreturnable deposit—in acceptable form, 
regardless of how long it takes to process the application and 
mail the certificate.

You do not have to receive your certificate before you 
publish or produce your work, nor do you need permis-
sion from the Copyright Office to place a copyright notice 
on your work. However, the Copyright Office must have 
acted on your application before you can file a suit for copy-
right infringement, and certain remedies, such as statutory 
damages and attorney’s fees, are available only for acts of 
infringement that occur after the effective date of registra-

tion. If a published work was infringed before the effective 
date of registration, those remedies may also be available if 
the effective date of registration is no later than 90 days after 
the first publication of the work. 

If you apply online for copyright registration, you will 
receive an email notification when your application is 
received. If you apply on a paper form, you will not receive 
an acknowledgment of your application. If you want to 
know the date that the Copyright Office receives your paper 
application or your deposit, use registered or certified mail 
and request a return receipt.

The Copyright Office cannot honor requests to make cer-
tificates available for pickup or to send them by express mail.

Deposit Requirements for Registration 

You must send a deposit copy and a description of the work 
being registered. The nature of the copy and description may 
vary, depending on the factors below.

Published Motion Pictures
For all published motion pictures, send

1 a separate description of the nature and general content 
of the work—for example, a shooting script, a synopsis, or 
a pressbook; and

2 one complete copy of the work. A copy is complete if it 
is undamaged and free of splices and defects that would 
interfere with viewing the work. 

For motion pictures first published in the United States, 
send one complete copy of the best edition. Where two or 
more editions are published in the United States, the best 
edition is the one preferred by the Library of Congress. Cur-
rently, the Library accepts in descending order of preference:

Film, rather than another medium

1 Preprint material, by special arrangement

2 70mm positive print, if original production nega-
tive is greater than 35mm

3 35mm positive prints

4 16mm positive prints

Videotape formats

1 Betacam SP

2 Digital Beta (Digibeta)

3 DVD

4 VHS cassette
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For motion pictures first published abroad, send one 
complete copy as first published or one copy of the best 
edition.

Unpublished Motion Pictures
For unpublished motion pictures, send

1 a separate description of the work, and

2 a copy of the work containing all the visual and aural  ele-
ments covered by the registration. An alternative deposit 
option is available for unpublished motion pictures. For 
information, call (202) 707-8182.

Motion Pictures Not Viewable by Copyright Office Staff
The Copyright Office does not have equipment to view 
motion pictures in certain formats, including 1" open-reel 
videotapes and 8mm videocassettes. If you send one of these 
formats, please include the credits in the separate written 
description. If the work was first published before March 1, 
1989, the Copyright Office must examine the work for the 
required copyright notice. In this case, please send the best 
edition copy and a copy that the Copyright Office can view  —
for example, a half-inch VHS videocassette.

Exceptions to Normal Deposit Requirement 

In certain circumstances, special relief from the normal 
deposit requirement is available. In addition, the Motion 
Picture Agreement provides for alternative deposit proce-
dures for published motion pictures.

Special Relief
Where it is unusually difficult or impossible to comply with 
the deposit requirement for a particular motion picture, 
you can submit a written request for special relief from the 
normal requirement. Address the request to the chief of the 
Performing Arts Division, state why you cannot provide 
the required copy, and describe the nature of the substitute 
copy being deposited. Include this letter with the registration 
material. 

The decision to grant or deny special relief is based on 
the acquisitions policies and archival considerations of the 
Library of Congress and the examining requirements of the 
Copyright Office.

Motion Picture Agreement
The Motion Picture Agreement establishes several alternative 
deposit procedures for published motion pictures. How well 
it will serve a particular applicant depends on several fac-

tors, including how often the applicant files registrations. For 
details, call the Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded 
Sound Division at (202) 707-8572 or write to

Library of Congress 
Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound Division 
attn: Reference Assistant 
101 Independence Avenue SE 
Washington, DC 20540

Mandatory Deposit for Published U.S. Works

 The owner of copyright or the owner of the exclusive right 
of publication of a motion picture published in the United 
States has a legal obligation to deposit in the Copyright 
Office within three months of publication in the United 
States one complete copy of the best edition of the work 
and a description of it. Failure to deposit this copy after the 
Copyright Office demands it can result in fines and other 
penalties.

Depositing the required copy with an application and 
fee for copyright registration simultaneously satisfies any 
mandatory deposit requirement for the motion picture. Sat-
isfying the mandatory deposit requirement alone does not 
provide the benefits of copyright registration. For details, see 
Circular 7d, Mandatory Deposit of Copies or Phonorecords for 
the Library of Congress. 

Motion Picture Collection

The Library of Congress holds the nation’s central collection of 
books, recordings, photographs, maps, audiovisual works, and 
other research materials. Many of the Library’s acquisitions are 
obtained through copyright deposits. The material acquired 
by this means is critical to the Library’s recognized success in 
maintaining superior and comprehensive collections.

Motion pictures form an essential part of the Library’s 
holdings. As feature films, television programs, videos, and 
other audiovisual media become increasingly popular as a 
means of communication, education, and entertainment in 
our society, they also form a greater part of our historical 
record. The preservation facilities and bibliographic control 
provided by the Library ensure that many of these works will 
be available to future generations.
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Motion Pictures First Published Before 1978

Works first published with notice before 1978 had an original 
28-year term of copyright, and registration had to be made 
within that first term. The copyright could then be renewed 
in the 28th year for an additional term. Legislation enacted 
in 1992 made renewal automatic for works copyrighted 
between January 1, 1964, and December 31, 1977, and made 
it possible to register such works during their renewal term 
provided they were published with an acceptable notice. 
Such registrations must be made on Form RE accompa-
nied by Form RE/Addendum. If such works were registered 
during their original term, their registrations can be renewed 
at any time during their renewal terms with just Form RE.

To access fill-in versions of Form RE and Form RE/Adden-
dum, go to the Copyright Office website, www.copyright.gov, 
and click on Forms. Complete the form(s) on your personal 
computer, print them out, sign and date them, and mail 
them with a check or money order and deposit (see below). 
Blank forms can also be printed out and completed by hand 
or requested by postal mail (limit two copies of any one form 
by mail).

Deposit Requirement
If you register a claim in a motion picture first published 
before 1978 using Form RE and Form RE/Addendum, 
deposit one copy of the work as first published, that is, one 
of the first prints or tapes made from the master and 
distributed. If that is not available, deposit one complete 
copy of the original footage as first published that is 
reproduced in an acceptable format showing the copyright 
notice. See Circular 3, Copyright Notice, for notice 
requirements.

If you renew the registration of a work registered in 
its original term using Form RE, no additional deposit is 
required. For more information, see Circular 15, Renewal of 
Copyright.

Form GATT

A 1994 amendment to the U. S. copyright law included in the 
Uruguay Round Agreements Act (URAA) restored copyright 
in certain foreign works that had previously been in the 
public domain (including those that had entered the public 
domain because of publication without the required notice). 
Works whose copyrights have been restored can be registered 
on Form GATT. See Circular 38b, Highlights of Copyright 
Amendments Contained in the Uruguay Round Agreements Act, 
for more information.

For Further Information

By Internet
Circulars, announcements, regulations, application forms, 
and other materials are available on the Copyright Office 
website at www.copyright.gov.

By Telephone
For general information about copyright, call the Copyright 
Public Information Office at (202) 707-3000 or 1-877-476-
0778 (toll free). Staff members are on duty from 8:30 am to 
5:00 pm, eastern time, Monday through Friday, except fed-
eral holidays. Recorded information is available 24 hours a 
day. To request paper application forms or circulars, call (202) 
707-9100 or 1-877-476-0778 and leave a recorded message.  

By Regular Mail
Write to

Library of Congress
Copyright Office–COPUBS

101 Independence Avenue, SE

Washington, DC 20559

circular 45 reviewed: 03 ⁄ 2014 Printed on recycled paper u. s. government printing office: 2014-xxx-xxx ⁄ xx,xxx
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Copyright Registration 
for Multimedia Works
Excluding its container, a multimedia work combines authorship in two or 
more media. A multimedia work is often instructional. The authorship may 
include:

•	 text	
•	 photography
•	 artwork
•	 sounds
•	 sculpture
•	 music
•	 cinematography
•	 choreography

The media may include two or more of the following:

•	 printed	matter,	such	as	a	book,	charts	or	posters,	or	sheet	music
•	 audiovisual	material,	such	as	a	filmstrip,	slides,	videotape,	or	videodisc
•	 a	phonorecord,	such	as	an	audiodisc	or	audiotape	or
•	 a	machine-readable	copy,	such	as	a	computer-read	disc,	tape,	or	chip

A	multimedia	work	may	have	several	copyrightable	elements,	usually	
including	a	motion-picture	element	or	other	audiovisual	element,	or	a	sound	
recording element. For the purpose of copyright registration, it is important to 
identify the separate copyrightable elements contained in the multimedia work. 
Identifying the elements will help you to determine which application form to 
use and what type of material to deposit.

An audiovisual element consists of a series of related pictorial images intended 
to	be	shown	by	the	use	of	projectors,	viewers,	or	electronic	equipment.	This	ele-
ment	may	be	a	filmstrip,	slides,	a	film,	a	videotape,	a	videodisc,	or	a	CD-I (inter-
active	compact	disc).

A motion-picture element	is	an	audiovisual	element	that	consists	of	a	series	of	
related images that, when shown in succession, impart an impression of motion. 
This	element	may	be	in	the	form	of	film,	videotape,	videodisk,	or	a	CD-I.

A sound-recording element is a series of recorded sounds. Sounds accompa-
nying	an	audiovisual	or	motion	picture	element	are	not	defined	in	the	copy-
right law as a “sound recording.”

How Copyright Is Secured

Statutory copyright protection begins automatically when a work is created in 
a fixed form such as a writing or recording. The Copyright Office, an office of 
public record, registers claims to copyright and issues certificates of registration; it 
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does not “grant” or “issue” copyrights. See Circular 1, Copyright 
Basics, for the benefits of registration.

Registration Procedures

An application for copyright registration contains three 
essential elements: a completed application form, a nonre-
fundable filing fee*, and a nonreturnable deposit, that is, a 
copy or copies of the work being registered and “deposited” 
with the Copyright Office.

Below are two options for registering your copyright, 
beginning	with	the	fastest	and	most	cost-effective	method.

*note: Copyright Office fees are subject to change. For current 
fees, check the Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov, 
write the Copyright Office, or call (202) 707-3000. 

Option 1: Online Registration
Online registration through the electronic Copyright Office 
(eCO)	is	the	preferred	way	to	register	basic	claims	for	literary	
works;	visual	arts	works;	performing	arts	works,	including	
motion	pictures;	sound	recordings;	and	serials.	Advantages	
of online filing include:

•	 a	lower	filing	fee

•	 fastest	processing	time

•	 online	status	tracking

•	 secure	payment	by	credit	or	debit	card,	electronic	check,	
or Copyright Office deposit account

•	 the	ability	to	upload	certain	categories	of	deposits	directly	
into eCO as electronic files

note: You can still register using eCO and save money even if 
you will submit a hard-copy deposit. The system will prompt 
you to specify whether you intend to submit an electronic or a 
hard-copy deposit, and it will provide instructions accordingly. 
Hard-copy deposits are required for all published works.

To access eCO, go to the Copyright Office website at www. 
copyright.gov and click on electronic Copyright Office.

Option 2: Registration with Paper Forms
Paper	versions	of	registration	forms	and	Form	CON (con-
tinuation	sheet	for	paper	applications)	are	available	on	the	
Copyright Office website, or staff will send them to you by 
postal	mail	upon	request.	Remember	that	online	registration	
through eCO	(see	above)	can	be	used	for	musical	compositions.	

Mailing Addresses for Applications Filed on Paper and for 
Hard-copy Deposits 

Library of Congress
U.S. Copyright Office
101 Independence Avenue SE

Washington, DC 20559

Single Unit Registration

All copyrightable elements of a multimedia kit may generally 
be registered with one	application,	deposit,	and	fee,	provided:	
1)	they	are	not	published,	or	if	published,	are	published	
together	as	a	single	unit;	and	2)	the	copyright	claimant	is	the	
same	for	each	element.	A	multimedia	kit	does	not	qualify	for	
the “single application” that is in use on an interim basis to 
provide	an	additional	option	for	individual	authors	or	claim-
ants registering one work online that is not a work made for 
hire.

Separate	registrations	for	individual	elements	may	be	made	
by submitting a separate application and filing fee for each. A 
separate	registration	is	required	for	any	element	of	a	multi-
media kit that is published separately or claimed by someone 
other than the copyright claimant for the other elements.

note: The elements that you wish to register must be present and 
appear in the deposit. You may not register elements that are 
not protected by copyright, such as concepts, ideas, or methods. 

Deposit Requirements

The application must be accompanied by a deposit of the 
work	to	be	registered.	The	deposit	requirement	varies	
according to the type of work being registered, and whether 
the work is published or unpublished. Deposited copies or 
phonorecords will not be returned.

Unpublished Works

Deposit one complete multimedia kit, containing all ele-
ments	covered	by	the	registration.	(All	elements	should	bear	
the title of the work. If the work contains color, the copy sent 
as	a	deposit	should	be	in	color.)

Published Works (See below for the definition of publication.) 

For a multimedia kit first published in the United States, 
deposit one “complete copy” of the best published edition. 
A “complete copy” includes all copyrightable elements in the 
unit of publication. See Circular 7b, Best Edition, for infor-
mation on the best edition criteria.
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Either one complete copy of the work as first published 
or one complete copy of the best edition of the work is the 
required	deposit	for	works	first	published	only	in	a	country	
outside the United States. 

Works Containing a Motion-Picture Element

If	the	multimedia	kit	contains	a	motion-picture	element,	
deposit a description of the motion picture in addition to 
the	normal	deposit	requirements.	The	Library	of	Congress	
prefers the most detailed description possible, such as a 
shooting script, but will accept a synopsis or other gen-
eral description. See Circular 45, Copyright Registration for 
Motion Pictures.

Works Containing an Element Fixed or Published  
in Machine-Readable Copies

When the multimedia kit contains authorship that is fixed or 
published	only	in	machine-readable	form,	such	as	a	computer	
tape or disc, or a semiconductor chip, deposit the appropriate 
identifying	material	for	the	machine-readable	copy.

Pictorial Images · If	the	machine-readable	copy	produces	
a	series	of	pictorial	images	(such	as	a	videogame	or	instruc-
tional	work),	deposit	the	following	material	for	this	kind	of	
audiovisual	work:

1 A written synopsis or outline of the content of the audio-
visual	work;	and

2	 A	reproduction	of	the	audiovisual	elements,	in	the	form	of:

a	 A	videotape,	depicting	representative	portions	of	the	
copyrightable content, or

b A series of photographs or drawings depicting repre-
sentative	portions	of	the	work;	and

3 The container and any instructional guide, if either con-
tains authorship in which copyright is being claimed.

note: If the pictorial images exist in color, they should be 
reproduced in color. If the work is published with a copyright 
notice, the notice and its position on the work must be clearly 
shown on the identifying material.

Textual Images · If	the	machine-readable	copy	produces	
only	a	series	of	textual	images,	deposit	one	copy	in	visually	
perceptible	form	of	the	first	and	last	25	pages	or	the	equiva-
lent	and	five	or	more	pages	of	the	remainder,	including	the	
copyright notice, if any.

Musical Compositions · If	the	machine-readable	copy	pro-
duces a musical composition, deposit a notated transcription 
or	recording	(audiotape	or	audiodisc)	of	the	entire	work.

Sound Recordings · If	the	machine-readable	copy	produces	
a sound recording, deposit a recording of the entire work on 
an audiotape or audiodisc.

Computer Programs · If	the	machine-readable	copy	con-
tains a computer program, deposit the first and last 25 pages 
of the source code printout. See Circular 61, Copyright Regis-
tration for Computer Programs, for further information.

note: Regardless of the application form used, the application 
may include a claim in all accompanying authorship.

Publication

Under the 1976 Copyright Act, publication is the distribution 
of copies or phonorecords of a work to the public by sale or 
other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending. 
The offering to distribute copies or phonorecords to a group 
of persons for purposes of further distribution, public per-
formance, or public display constitutes publication.

The following acts do not constitute publication: per-
forming or displaying the work, preparing copies or phono-
records for publication, or sending the work to the Copy-
right Office for registration.

The	definition	of	publication	as	stated	in	the	previous	two	
paragraphs applies only to works published under the copy-
right law that took effect January 1, 1978. For information 
about works published prior to that date, call or write the 
Copyright Office.

Notice of Copyright

Before March 1, 1989, the use of copyright notice was man-
datory on all published works, and any work first published 
before	that	date	should	have	carried	a	notice.	For	works	first	
published on and after March 1, 1989, use of the copyright 
notice is optional. For more information about copyright 
notice, see Circular 3, Copyright Notice.

Effective Date of Registration

When the Copyright Office issues a registration certificate, 
it	assigns	as	the	effective	date	of	registration	the	date	it	
received	all	required	elements—an	application,	a	nonrefund-
able	filing	fee,	and	a	nonreturnable	deposit—in	acceptable	
form, regardless of how long it took to process the applica-
tion	and	mail	the	certificate.	You	do	not	have	to	receive	your	
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certificate before you publish or produce your work, nor 
do you need permission from the Copyright Office to place 
a	copyright	notice	on	your	work.	However,	the	Copyright	
Office	must	have	acted	on	your	application	before	you	can	
file a suit for copyright infringement, and certain remedies, 
such	as	statutory	damages	and	attorney’s	fees,	are	available	
only	for	acts	of	infringement	that	occurred	after	the	effective	
date of registration. If a published work was infringed before 
the	effective	date	of	registration,	those	remedies	may	also	be	
available	if	the	effective	date	of	registration	is	no	later	than	
three months after the first publication of the work.

Requests	to	have	certificates	available	for	pickup	in	the	
Copyright	Office	or	to	have	certificates	sent	by	Federal	
Express	or	another	mail	service	cannot	be	honored.	If	you	
want	to	know	the	date	that	the	Copyright	Office	receives	
your	paper	application	or	hard-copy	deposit,	send	it	by	regis-
tered	or	certified	mail	and	request	a	return	receipt.	

For Further Information

By Internet

Circulars, announcements, regulations, other related materi-
als,	and	all	copyright	application	forms	are	available	on	the	

Copyright Office website at www.copyright.gov. To send an 
email communication, click on Contact Us at the bottom of 
the homepage.

By telephone

For general information about copyright, call the Copyright 
Public	Information	Office	at	(202)	707-3000	or	call	1-877-
476-0778	(toll	free).	Staff	members	are	on	duty	from	8:30 am 
to 5:00 pm, eastern time, Monday through Friday, except 
federal	holidays.	Recorded	information	is	available	24	hours	
a day. Or, if you know which application forms and circulars 
you	want,	call	the	Forms	and	Publications	Hotline	at	(202)	
707-9100,	and	leave	a	recorded	message.

By regular mail

Write to: 

Library of Congress 
Copyright Office–COPUBS 
101 Independence Avenue SE 
Washington, DC 20559
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Ho  Cou ts App oa h T ade Se et Ide tifi atio  
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Ma k A. Klapo  is a pa t e  at C o ell & Mo i g LLP a d  o‐ hai s the fi 's litigatio  g oup.  Julia 
Mile ski is a  ou sel at the fi .  Willia  Pellett is a  asso iate at the fi . 

The opi io s e p essed a e those of the autho s a d do  ot  e essa il   efle t the  ie s of the fi  
o  its  lie ts. This a ti le is fo  ge e al i fo atio  pu poses a d is  ot i te ded to  e a d should
ot  e take  as legal ad i e.
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Ide tificatio  is a U ifor  Issue with Trade Secret Litigatio , But Not I  a Good Way: Part   

P ote ti g i telle tual p ope t  has  e e   ee   o e i po ta t.  Fo  S&P    o pa ies, i ta gi le 
assets like IP  ights  ep ese t o e   % of thei   a ket  alue, up f o  just  % i   .   A d as pate ts 
e o e  o e diffi ult to e fo e,   o pa ies a e i easi gl  tu i g to t ade se ets to p ote t those 

assets, leadi g to a  i ease i  t ade se et litigatio .  But t ade se et la  has  ee  slo  to adapt to 
the  ha gi g  ealities of the glo al e o o   he e  e  te h ologies a d p odu ts  oss  o de s a d 
digital f o tie s, e plo ees  o e f e ue tl  t a sitio   et ee  jo s, a d IP i ludes  usi ess 
p o esses, te h i ues, a d  usto e  data. 

Gi e  this  a kd op,  ou ts a d so e legislatu es ha e atte pted to  eate u ifo  t ade se et 
p ote tio s a oss  e ues to i ease p edi ta ilit  a d  e tai t  fo   i ti s of t ade se et 
isapp op iatio .  At the  e te  of these effo ts is this th eshold  uestio : What a e the t ade se ets at 

issue a d  he  a d ho  should the   e ide tified?  The e is  o  egist atio  p o ess fo  t ade se ets 
ahead of litigatio .  A d  e ause a t ade se et is o e of the  ost elasti   o epts i  the la — i tuall  
a thi g  ot ge e all  k o   ould  e a t ade se et if it has  alue f o   ot  ei g ge e all  k o —a 
plai tiff  ust tell the defe da t a d the  ou t  hat, e a tl , is  ei g litigated i  a pa ti ula   ase.  But 
he , a d ho , a d  ith  hat le el of spe ifi it ?  These  uestio s ha e  et to  e u ifo l  add essed, 

a d failu e to do so i eases the  osts a d u e tai t  asso iated  ith t ade se et litigatio . 
  
The fi st a ti le of this t o‐pa t se ies fo uses o  the  u e t state of ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  i  
ou ts a d  hethe  it  o po ts  ith the goals of  e e t legislati e effo ts like the Defe d T ade Se ets 
A t  DTSA .  
 
The Goals of T ade Sec et La s  
The goals of t ade se et la s a e  oth to p e e t the theft of t ade se ets a d p o ide  o pa ies  ith 
a  ea s of  e o e   he  thei  t ade se ets a e stole .  A e i a   o pa ies  ea  the sig ifi a t  osts 
of t ade se et theft.  The Co issio  o  the Theft of A e i a  I telle tual P ope t  esti ates that 
t ade se et theft  auses a ual losses of o e  $   illio  to the A e i a  e o o  a d  .   illio  
A e i a  jo s ea h  ea .   Like ise, the Ce te  fo  Respo si le E te p ise a d T ade a d P C esti ate 
that the  ost of t ade se et theft to the A e i a  e o o  is e ui ale t to  ‐ % of A e i a s a ual 
GDP, o  $ ‐$   illio  a uall .   Be o d fi a ial losses, t ade se et theft ha s A e i a  
o petiti e ess a d i o atio    de easi g i e ti es fo  i esti g i   esea h a d de elop e t.   
 
State and Fede al T ade Sec et La  
Despite the high stakes, la k of u ifo it  has plagued t ade se et  ases fo  de ades. The la  
go e i g  isapp op iatio  of t ade se ets histo i all  de eloped sepa atel  i  ea h state. I   , the 
U ifo  La  Co issio  passed the U ifo  T ade Se ets A t  UTSA  to u if  state la  go e i g 
t ade se ets a d  eate p edi ta ilit  fo  pa ties litigati g t ade se et  ases.   But, ke   o e ial 
e te s like Ne  Yo k  e e  passed the UTSA.  So e ju isdi tio s passed  odified, state‐spe ifi  
e sio s of the UTSA.  A d i  still othe  ju isdi tio s, ide ti al p o isio s of the UTSA  e e i te p eted 
  ou ts diffe e tl .  I  sho t, the UTSA failed i  its  e t al  issio  – to a hie e u ifo it .  This 

esulted i  a pat h o k of state t ade se et la s  ith legall ‐sig ifi a t diffe e es fo   i ti s of t ade 
se et theft.   Co pa ies la e ted the high  osts a d slo  pa e of litigatio   he   i gi g  lai s 
u de  state UTSA la s.  Co e tato s  o plai ed that state  ou ts  e e  ot e uipped to add ess 
t ade se et disse i atio  a oss state a d  atio al  o de s, a d i   a   ases,  a ot p o ide  oss‐
ju isdi tio al dis o e  o  effi ie t  e edies.    
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To add ess these  o e s, i   , Co g ess passed the Defe d T ade Se ets A t.  Although it does  ot 
p ee pt the UTSA, the DTSA: 
 

P o ide[s] a si gle,  atio al sta da d fo  t ade se et  isapp op iatio   ith  lea   ules 
a d p edi ta ilit  fo  e e o e i ol ed.  Vi ti s  ill  e a le to  o e  ui kl  to Fede al 
ou t,  ith  e tai t  of the  ules, sta da ds, a d p a ti es to stop t ade se ets f o  
i di g up  ei g disse i ated a d losi g thei   alue.  

 
A e i a   o pa ies d o e this  ha ge, de a di g a solutio  to the p o le s posed   t ade se et 
theft i  toda s glo al, data‐d i e  e o o .    The DTSA add essed  a  of the p o le s  ith 
i o siste t state‐spe ifi  t ade se et  isapp op iatio   lai s, p o idi g  i ti s of t ade se et theft 
ith tools to p ote t t ade se ets i  the digital age. 

 
Cu ent State of T ade Sec et Identification 
T ade se ets a e,   defi itio , se et.  This  eates a p o le  u i ue to t ade se et litigatio :  The IP 
at issue  a ot  e ide tified i  a pu li   o plai t  ithout dest o i g its status as IP.  Thus, t ade se et 
la  has e ol ed to  e ui e o l  the  ost  asi  des iptio  of the t ade se ets i  the  o plai t.  The 
dispute o e  fu the  ide tifi atio  of t ade se ets is the  left to  e  esol ed i  the litigatio  itself.  
 
Thus, ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  at least  ould  e a  issue  o o  to e e  si gle t ade se ets 
ase  ega dless of issue, size, o  ju isdi tio .  Nea l  e e o e ag ees that the t ade se ets at issue i  
the litigatio   ust  e ide tified.  But  he ?  A d  ith  hat le el of spe ifi it ?  A d  hat happe s if 
the  a e  ot?   
 
I  p a ti e, the p o ess fo  ea l  ide tifi atio  of t ade se ets  a  de ol e i to a dispa ate, i o siste t 
o ass  ithout a si gle, u if i g p i iple.  The shee   a iet  of app oa hes a o g ju isdi tio s to this 
o o  issue p o es this poi t: Califo ia a d a fe  othe  states ha e  odified a t ade se et 
ide tifi atio   ule fo  e e   ase a d  ou ts sta  dis o e  if that  ule is  ot satisfied.  But litiga ts 
o plai  that, i  p a ti e, the  ule is  ot  o siste tl  applied,  esulti g i  le gth  dela s.  Ma  states 
ha e  ase la  that suppo ts a  ea l  ide tifi atio  p a ti e,  ut ofte   ith fe  useful guideposts 
o e i g the le el of spe ifi it  that is  e ui ed o  the  o se ue es fo   o o plia e.  So e judges 
e ui e ea l  ide tifi atio ,  ut  ithout the t pe of u ifo it  litiga ts hope fo .  Othe  ju isdi tio s a d 
a  i di idual judges de li e to appl  a  t ade se et ide tifi atio   ule at all. 

 
What Le el of Detail is Sufficient to Identify a T ade Sec et? 
Ho   u h a  lai a t  eeds to  e eal to asse t  lai s is ope  to de ate, ha i g  oth  lai a ts that 
a t to p o eed  ith dis o e  to p o e up a t ade se ets  ase a d defe da ts  ho  elie e the  ha e 
ee  u justifia l  a used. 

 
So e  ou ts ha e held that ge e i   atego ies of i fo atio  suffi ie tl  ide tif  the t ade se ets at 
issue.   Fo  e a ple, i  Aspe  Ma keti g Se i es I .  . Russell, the  ou t held defe da t s 
ide tifi atio  of  ge e al a eas of i fo atio  alleged to  e t ade se ets, i ludi g  u i ue, 
o fide tial  usi ess p a ti es,  odels a d data[,]  usto e  lists . . . [a d] p i i g a d  a keti g 
st ategies   as ade uate.   Like ise, the plai tiff i  Kell  Se i es  . Eid es suffi ie tl  ide tified its 
t ade se ets   poi ti g to ge e al i fo atio  o   t ai i g  ethods a d  eeds; [a d]  e uiti g a d 
esou i g details a d i fo atio .   
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Othe   ou ts ha e  hose  to es he  a  lea  t ade se et ide tifi atio   ule altogethe  i  fa o  of 
e ui e e ts that a e  fa t‐spe ifi  o  dete i ed o  a  ase‐ ‐ ase   asis.   Su h a  app oa h, of 
ou se, u de i es p edi ta ilit  e e   ithi  a gi e  ju isdi tio  a d  a  i ease  osts a d  esult i  
dela .   
 
Still othe s ha e  e ui ed plai tiffs to ide tif  thei  t ade se ets  ith  easo a le pa ti ula it .   This 
sta da d ge e all  fo uses o   hethe    the defe da t is pla ed o   oti e of the  lai s;   the 
plai tiff a d the  ou t a e  apa le of assessi g the  ele a  of dis o e  a d p e e ti g fishi g 
e peditio s;   the plai tiff is p e e ted f o   afti g the alleged t ade se ets  ased o   o fide tial 
i fo atio  lea ed f o  the othe  pa t ; a d   the  ou t  a  p e e t  e itless litigatio  i te ded to 
ha ass the defe da t.    
 
Othe s appl  statuto  sta da ds go e i g t ade se et ide tifi atio .  Califo ia, fo  e a ple, has 
odified the  easo a le pa ti ula it  sta da d i  Se tio   .  of the Califo ia Code of Ci il 
P o edu e, p o idi g that  efo e  o e i g dis o e   elati g to the t ade se et, the pa t  allegi g 
the  isapp op iatio  shall ide tif  the t ade se et  ith  easo a le pa ti ula it  su je t to a  
[p ote ti e] o de s.   Califo ia  ou ts ha e e e  go e so fa  as to des i e this statute as 
pu posefull   ague to pe it  pla  i  the joi ts.   As a p a ti al  atte , this sta da d has  eated a 
gati g issue, pote tiall   e a di g defe da ts   ad  eha io    dela i g dis o e  a d d i i g up  osts 
fo  t ade se et plai tiffs  ho  ust  espo d to  epeated  halle ges o  p o e up thei   ase  efo e 
dis o e   egi s i  ea est.   
 
When is Identification Re ui ed? 
The e is fu the   o fusio  a ou d  he  this ide tifi atio  should o u .  Defe da ts ofte   aise the 
ade ua  of a plai tiff s t ade se et ide tifi atio  o  a  otio  to dis iss, as a p e e uisite to dis o e , 
o  o  a  otio  fo  su a  judg e t.   I  so e  ases, defe da ts  a   epeatedl   halle ge the 
plai tiff s ide tifi atio   ith a se ies of  otio s to  o pel a d p ote ti e o de s,  o pou di g the 
dela .   A d, gi e  the diffe e t legal sta da ds appli a le to diffe e t phases of litigatio ,  ase la  
a ies  idel  i  a ti ulati g t ade se et ide tifi atio   e ui e e ts.   I deed,  ou ts f e ue tl  fault 
pa ties fo   iti g t ade se et ide tifi atio   ase la  i appli a le to a gi e   ase s postu e,  tu i g 
ea l  ide tifi atio  i to a  i i‐t ial o  the fo at of t ade se et ide tifi atio   athe  tha  the  alidit  of 
the  lai s. 
 
Does The Cu ent Model Make Sense? 
Sta da dizi g t ade se et ide tifi atio  is ke ,  ut the data  e eals a gap  et ee  goal a d  ealit .  
A al ti al data of thousa ds of fede al t ade se et  ases  suggest that t ade se et ide tifi atio  falls 
fa  sho t of the speed, effi ie , a d  la it  that Co g ess e isio ed—a d i dust  sought— he  
passi g the DTSA fo  t ade se et  ases, e e  i  states like Califo ia that ha e  odified a statuto  
sta da d fo  doi g so.  Re e t a al ti s a oss fede al  ou ts sho  that t ade se et  ases as a  hole 
took   da s to g a t a pe a e t i ju tio ,   da s to  ea h the  otio  to dis iss stage,   da s 
to  ea h the su a  judg e t stage,   da s to  ea h t ial, a d   da s o  a e age to  ea h 
te i atio .  It is  ot  lea   hat po tio , if a , of these ti e f a es  a   e att i uted to the dela s 
su ou di g t ade se et ide tifi atio .  Ho e e , othe  fo s of litigatio  p o eed  ith g eate  speed 
he   easu ed agai st the sa e a al ti s.  O  a e age,  oth pate t a d  o e ial litigatio   ases 
ea hed su a  judg e t a d te i atio  fa  soo e  tha  t ade se et  ases.  This is u settli g gi e  
that t ade se et  ases ofte  i ol e p eli i a   elief, afte   hi h the   a  settle.   
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O e thi g is  lea : the e is a  o e  o siste t app oa h to t ade se et ide tifi atio  that  a   e applied 
a oss all  ases a d ju isdi tio s to e su e s ift a d effi ie t adjudi atio  of these t ade se et  ases 
hile  ala i g  o peti g i te ests.  But  hat?   

 
Sta  tu ed . . . 
 

 
Ide tifyi g  a Model Trade Secret Ide tificatio  Process: Part   

 
As dis ussed i  Pa t   of this A ti le, ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  is a tho  issue o   hi h  ou ts 
a d  o e tato s ha e  ot  ea hed  o se sus o  the  eed fo  ea l  ide tifi atio , the p o ess fo  
ea l  ide tifi atio , o  the  a ifi atio s fo  failu e to do so.  A s e i g those  uestio s, these autho s 
asse t, sta ts   u de sta di g the pu pose of ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio .  
 
The Pu pose of Ea ly T ade Sec et Identification 
The pu pose of ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  is si ple:  oti e.  I  a  litigatio , the defe da t is 
e titled to u de sta d the fa tual a d legal  ases fo  the  lai s agai st it.  O di a il , this  a   e 
a o plished i  the  o plai t.  Ho e e , i  t ade se et  ases,  oti e  a ot  e as full  a o plished 
i  a  o plai t as i  othe   ases  e ause  ost  o plai ts a e  atte s of pu li   e o d.  I  t ade se et 
ases, ho e e , the spe ifi  t ade se ets at issue a e se et a d, thus,  a ot  e  ade pa t of the 
pu li   e o d  ithout dest o i g thei   alue.  Ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  should  e desig ed to 
sol e this p o le    p o idi g a  ead   ehi le fo  a state e t of the t ade se ets at issue that is  ot 
o  the pu li   e o d.  Doi g so le els the pla i g field fo  t ade se et  ases  ith othe   i il  ases. 
 
If the pu pose of ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  is si pl   oti e, the p ope  s ope a d  a ifi atio s of 
the e e ise  e o es  lea .  Ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  is si pl  a dis losu e to p o ide  oti e 
u h like the  o plai t itself.  Ou  spe ifi  p oposal fo  ea l  ide tifi atio  is at the e d of this A ti le.   

 
But, it is e uall  i po ta t to u de sta d  hat the pu pose of ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  is  ot: 
adjudi atio .  Co fusio  a o g  ou ts a d  o e tato s  a  la gel   e t a ed to app oa hes i   hi h 
the ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  pu po ts to se e so e adjudi ati e fu tio .  This is  o g.  A d 
athe  tha  le el the pla i g field fo  t ade se et  ases, ea l  ide tifi atio  that se es a  adjudi ati e 
fu tio  su je ts t ade se et  ases to spe ial  e ui e e ts  e o d those appli a le to othe   i il  ases 
a d is  ot suppo ted   the  ules of  i il p o edu e.  I deed, it is  he e ea l  ide tifi atio  is  e ui ed to 
se e a  adjudi ati e fu tio  that t ade se et litigatio   ost ofte  goes off the  ails. 
 
A Note on Sealing 
Befo e add essi g that issue, a  ote o  fili g sealed  o plai ts is  eeded.  At fi st  lush, o e  ight thi k 
the spe ial p o le  of t ade se et ide tifi atio  at the outset of a  ase  ould  e sol ed si pl    fili g 
the  o plai t u de  seal.  Although  ost  ou ts pe it fili g  o plai ts u de  seal   appli atio , 
seali g is  o e a  ed he i g tha  a pa a ea.  That is  e ause i   ost i sta es seali g is o l  
te po a  a d,   appli atio , the seali g pa t  – he e the t ade se et holde  –  ust p o e the se e  
a d  alue of the i fo atio  sealed fo  the  ou t to keep it that  a  fo   e  lo g.  I  this  a , the 
seali g p o ess  e ui es the t ade se et holde  to su essfull  adjudi ate its t ade se ets  efo e the 
ase e e   egi s.  Sa  defe da ts  ill use seali g  otio s as  ehi les to get a  ea l  fi st  ite at the 
apple   seeki g to ha e sealed  ate ials u sealed, the e  dest o i g a   alue the   ight ha e as 
t ade se ets  efo e dis o e  e e   egi s.  Be ause the pu pose of the  o plai t is  oti e a d  ot 
adjudi atio , seali g is  ot a  ia le alte ati e to ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio . 
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Misguided App oaches to T ade Sec et Identification  
Ma  p io  atte pts at sta da dizi g t ade se et ide tifi atio  ha e  ee   ased o  a false p e ise.  
O e  o o  e o  sta ts   a alogizi g t ade se ets to othe  t pes of i telle tual p ope t  a d 
assu es that the pu pose of ea l  t ade se et ide tifi atio  is to  e ui e the t ade se ets holde  to 
ide tif  its se ets  ith pate t‐like spe ifi it .  Co e tato s ad o ati g fo  this app oa h ofte  la e t 
that the e is  o  atio al t ade se et  egist  to sta t  ith a d seek to  itigate that  p o le   ith 
ea l  ide tifi atio .  I  doi g so, the  de  the  o o  la  o igi s of t ade se et la .   U like 
pate ts, t ade se ets do  ot  e ui e p io  app o al f o  a go e e tal o ga izatio .  A d the  ights 
asso iated  ith the  a e  uite diffe e t. 
 
I deed, the a alog  to pate t  ights is ofte  o e lo .  To  e su e, t ade se et la  a d i telle tual 
p ope t  la  sha e  a   o o  poli  o je ti es, i ludi g the p o otio  of i o atio ,  o petitio  
th ough i fo atio  dis losu e, a d p ote tio  of p ope t  i te ests i  dis o e ies that p o ide 
i o ato s  ith a  o petiti e edge.  I  p a ti e, ho e e , t ade se et litigatio  has fa   o e i  
o o   ith  ea h of  o t a t a d othe   o e ial la   lai s tha  i telle tual p ope t   lai s.  
T ade se et  lai s o e hel i gl  o e lap  ith  ea h of  o t a t  lai s.   U like othe  fo s of 
i telle tual p ope t ,  o t a ts pla  a  e t al  ole i   o e ializi g t ade se ets— ost f o   o ‐
dis losu e ag ee e ts that set the  ou ds of the  ights to the t ade se ets.  Not su p isi gl , data 
a aila le th ough Le  Ma hi a s  e l  lau hed t ade se ets t a ki g platfo  i di ates that o e   % 
of all t ade se et  ases a oss all ju isdi tio s i lude o e lappi g  ea h of  o t a t  lai s.   
 
Fi all , a alogizi g t ade se et  ases to othe  t pes of i telle tual p ope t   atte s te ds to ig o e the 
alidit  of  egati e k o ‐ho  as a t ade se et.  Negati e k o ‐ho  is the flip side of  hat is de eloped 
th ough the  esea h p o ess:  the  esult of t ial a d e o  i  lea i g  hat does  ot  o k that, i   a  
i sta es, is  o e  alua le tha  lea i g  hat does  o k.  Fa ousl , WD‐  is so  a ed  e ause of the 

 p io  ite atio s of the p odu t that did  ot  o k.   T  ide tif i g those   p io  ite atio s  ith 
pate t‐like spe ifi it  fo  a t ade se et  lai  a d  ou  a  see  h  the pate t  odel does  ot  o k.  
Ide tif i g  egati e k o ‐ho  t ade se ets  e ui es plai tiffs to spe ifi all  defi e a la ge a d 
u ieldl   od  of i fo atio ,  ea i g little  ese la e to the dis ete t ade se ets a fo e  
e plo ee o   o petito   a  ha e take .   
 
Othe  e o eous app oa hes ha e  ee   afted f o  the p e ise that  ogus o  t u ped up t ade se et 
isapp op iatio   lai s a e  a pa t – a  o o  ha ass e t te h i ue fo  jilted fo e  e plo e s – 

a d i  so e  ases  o e tato s go so fa  as to ad o ate fo  sa tio s  ased o  failu e to p o ide 
e ough i fo atio .   F o  that p e ise,  o e tato s ha e a gued fo   a d ofte   o  a 
p edis o e  t ade se et ide tifi atio  p o ess  he e the  ou t  ust affi ati el   less the 
suffi ie  of the t ade se et ide tifi atio   efo e the defe da t is su je t to dis o e . 
 
The t e d to a d p edis o e  t ade se et ide tifi atio  is, f a kl , t ou li g i   a  i sta es.  Fi st, 
the e is  o a tual e ide e of the supposed a use.  To the  o t a , a o di g to Le  Ma hi a, plai tiffs 
su eed i  a fa  la ge  pe e tage of  atte s tha  pate t o  e e  ge e al  o e ial  ases,  hi h 
efutes a  asse tio  that  e itless  ases a e a u i ue  p o le  to t ade se ets la .  Se o d, the e is 
o  asis i  the  i il  ules fo  t eati g t ade se et  ases so diffe e tl .  I  othe  t pes of  i il litigatio , 

dis o e  p o eeds  ithout the  eed fo  the  ou t to app o e  e tai  dis losu es o  ea lie  dis o e  
u less othe ise o de ed.   
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Fi all , i  ju isdi tio s that ha e adopted a p edis o e  t ade se et ide tifi atio  p o ess, the p o ess 
has  e o e a tool of dela .  A d fights o e  suffi ie  of the t ade se et ide tifi atio  ha e ofte   led 
o e  f o  the spe ifi it  of the ide tifi atio  itself  i.e.,  a  the defe da t u de sta d the 
ide tifi atio ?  to the  e its  i.e., does the t ade se et ide tified  ualif ? .  O iousl , this is  ot 
desi a le f o  the pe spe ti e of p ote ti g i telle tual p ope t  o  ad i ist atio  of justi e. 
 
No  has p edis o e  t ade se et ide tifi atio  a oss  ultiple ju isdi tio s fo  o e  th ee de ades led 
to p edi ta le  esults su h that the e is  o  a  o se sus o  the le el of spe ifi it   e ui ed.  Cou ts a e 
esse tiall  all o e  the pla e i   hat le el of spe ifi it  is  e ui ed fo  ea l  ide tifi atio .  O e  ou t 
a k o ledged the  di e ge t  uli gs f o   a ious fede al  ou ts o  the issue of  hethe  to  e ui e 
p edis o e  ide tifi atio  of t ade se ets  a d suggested a  ase‐ ‐ ase de isio   he e  ou ts  use 
thei   oad dis etio   ased hea il  o  the disti t  i u sta es of a  pa ti ula  a tio .  
 
A Ne  Solution 
This A ti le p oposes a  odel t ade se et ide tifi atio  p o ess that se es the i te ests of  oth sides 
i  a t ade se et dispute   e su i g the defe da t gets  oti e  of  hat t ade se ets a e at issue, 
hile at the sa e ti e e su i g that the p o ess does  ot  e o e a  adjudi ati e fu tio  o  se e the 

e ds of dela .  
 
What? T ade se et ide tifi atio  should  e i o po ated as a  e ui ed pa t of Rule  a  I itial 
Dis losu es i  all  ases i ol i g t ade se et  lai s.  
 
Ho ?  I di idual  ou ts  ould adopt  odel  ules o  a e d e ts to lo al  ules that  e ui e t ade se et 
ide tifi atio  as a  atego  to i lude i  i itial dis losu es  hi h a e t pi all  e ha ged  o late  tha    
da s afte  the pa ties  Rule  f   o fe e e.  As e plai ed i  the Ad iso  Co ittee Notes, Rule  a  
e ui es a  i estigatio  a d dis losu e of i fo atio   easo a l  a aila le  to the pa ties.  Ho e e , 
the Rule does  ot i pose these o ligatio s o  i fo atio   i  the possessio  of a othe  pa t  o  
pe so .   A si ila  app oa h is app op iate fo  t ade se et ide tifi atio .   
 
This is al ead  happe i g i   e tai  fede al dist i t  ou ts u de  the Ma dato  I itial Dis o e  Pilot 
P oje t, a th ee‐ ea  stud  autho ized   the Judi ial Co fe e e of the U ited States to dete i e 
hethe   e ui i g pa ties i   e tai   i il  ases to  espo d to a se ies of fo used a d  a dato  

dis o e   e uests,  efo e u de taki g fu the  dis o e ,  ill  edu e the dela  a d  ost  u e tl  
asso iated  ith dis o e .   This app oa h  epla es i itial dis losu es u de  Rule  a   ith se e  
sta di g dis o e   e uests i te ded to a ele ate the dis losu e of i fo atio  a d allo  the pa ties 
to e aluate the st e gths a d  eak esses of thei  positio s.  Spe ifi all , pa ties a e  e ui ed to 
espo d to se e  dis o e   e uests  ega di g the ide tit  of i di iduals likel  to ha e dis o e a le 
i fo atio   ele a t to the litigatio ,  ele a t do u e ts a d ta gi le thi gs,  ele a t fa ts a d legal 
theo ies, a da ages  al ulatio , a d  ele a t i su a e ag ee e ts.  The pa ties  ust  espo d  ithi  
a  esta lished ti ef a e—ge e all   ot late  tha    da s afte  the fi st  espo si e pleadi g is filed—
a d  ased o   easo a l  a aila le i fo atio  follo i g a  easo a le i ui  i to the fa ts. 
 
Wh ?  I itial dis losu es a e a k o  a d p o e   o ka le f a e o k fo  e ha gi g i fo atio  
et ee  pa ties.  I itial dis losu es a e ea l  e ough i  the p o ess to p o ide defe da ts  ith  oti e 

a d allo  the  to  egi   afti g a defe se,  ut a oids dela i g dis o e  o  tu i g i to a gati g issue 
fo  plai tiffs  ho fa e a  e u i g  at h‐   e ause  u h of the i fo atio  a out defe da t s alleged 
isapp op iatio  is i  defe da t s  o t ol, a d plai tiff  a ot a ess that i fo atio   ithout the aid 

of dis o e .  I o po ati g t ade se et ide tifi atio  i to Rule  a  e ou ages p o pt dis o e , 
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allo i g the pa ties to  o e effi ie tl  sha pe  the issues i  the  ase,  ut  ithi  a f a e o k that is 
oth fa ilia  a d  a dato .  Costl  disputes o e  t ade se et ide tifi atio   ould  e dis ou aged, a d 
ou ts a d litiga ts  ould fo us o  the  o e issues  athe  tha  a sidesho .  Fu the o e, the p o ess 
a d ti e f a es fo   esol i g a gu e ts as to the suffi ie  of Rule  a  dis losu es a e  ell 
esta lished.  A disappoi ted defe da t  a   eet a d  o fe  a d ulti atel  file a  otio  fo   o e 
i fo atio , o  e e  fo  a sta ,  ut  eithe  is g a ted as a  atte  of  ou se.  A d,  ost i po ta tl , the 
litigatio   o es fo a d  ithout the  eed fo   ou t i te e tio . 
 
Adopti g a  odel t ade se et ide tifi atio   ule that  oi ides  ith Rule   I itial Dis losu es has the 
added  e efit of  ot o l  i easi g the p edi ta ilit  of litigatio ,  ut pe itti g litiga ts to  a gai  
a ou d this p o ess   i ludi g  lea  la guage i  futu e li e ses o   o ‐dis losu e ag ee e ts o  
e pli itl  ide tif i g the  o tested t ade se ets at issue i  the  ele a t  o t a ts.   This  ould  o e 
effe ti el  put pote tial defe da ts o   oti e of thei  o ligatio s.   To the e te t that a  o pa  o  
i di idual  o t a ts fo  a t ade se et  ithout u de sta di g the t ade se et  ith spe ifi it , that la k 
of  la it  is a p o le  of defe da t s o   aki g. 
 
A Path Fo a d 
This p oposed solutio  o  the tho  a d  o tested issue of t ade se et ide tifi atio   ould  e a  i ‐
i  fo  plai tiffs, defe da ts, a d the  ou ts alike.  But, at a  e   i i u , this A ti le ai s to ope  up 

a useful dis ussio  a out a ke  issue i  the i easi gl  high stakes  o ld of t ade se ets disputes. 
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apparel company that offers thousands of products to women and men
in over 60 countries. Leslie is responsible for a wide variety of matters,
including litigation, contract negotiation, trademark and patent
portfolios, employment matters, customs matters, and advising Spanx
on advertising and marketing issues. Prior to joining Spanx, Leslie
practiced in the Intellectual Property Group at Eversheds Sutherland.

v Kristin	  Westgard-‐ Panelist:	  Deputy	  General	  Counsel	  Litigation	  and	  
Intellectual	  Property,	  (Koch	  Companies)

Kristin	  Westgard	  is	  Deputy	  General	  Counsel	  – Litigation	  and	  Intellectual	  
Property	  at	  the	  Koch	  Companies	  in	  Wichita,	  Kansas.	   Ms.	  Westgard	  
graduated	  magna	  cum	  laude	  from	  the	  University	  of	  Wisconsin	  Law	  
School	  in	  1996	  and	  is	  a	  member	  of	  the	  Wisconsin,	  Minnesota	  and	  
Kansas	  State	  Bars.	  Ms.	  Westgard	  joined	  the	  Koch	  Companies	  in	  2006	  
and	  was	  previously	  the	  Associate	  General	  Counsel	  for	  Litigation	  and	  
Intellectual	  Property	  at	  INVISTA,	  a	  Koch	  Company.	  

The	  Panel
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v Steven	  Wong-‐ Panelist:	  Assistant	  General	  Counsel	  – Intellectual	  Property	  (Home	  
Depot)

Steven	  Wong	  is	  the	  Assistant	  General	  Counsel	  – Intellectual	  Property	  at	  The	  Home	  
Depot. He	  manages	  the	  global	  intellectual	  property	  legal	  function	  within	  The	  Home	  
Depot,	  including	  IP	  portfolio	  development	  and	  strategy,	  counseling,	  clearance	  and	  FTO	  
studies,	  licensing	  and	  transactional	  matters,	  and	  pre-‐litigation	  enforcement	  and	  defense.	  
His	  team’s	  responsibilities	  include	  patents,	  trademarks,	  copyrights,	  trade	  secrets,	  and	  
domain	  names. Prior	  to	  joining	  The	  Home	  Depot,	  Steven	  was	  a	  partner	  at	  Hope	  Baldauff	  
Hartman	  (now	  Lee	  &	  Hayes)	  in	  Atlanta,	  focusing	  on	  patent	  preparation,	  prosecution,	  and	  
opinion	  work.

v Stephanie	  Allen-‐ Panelist:	  Senior	  IP	  Counsel	  (Cox	  Communications)
Stephanie	  has	  protected	  intellectual	  property	  rights	  of	  Fortune	  100	  companies	  through	  
prosecution,	  litigation,	  counseling,	  and	  strategic	  portfolio	  management.	  As	  Senior	  IP	  
Counsel	  for	  Cox	  Communications,	  her	  experience	  includes	  designing	  and	  implementing	  
company-‐wide	  intellectual	  property	  programs,	  leading	  litigation	  teams,	  working	  with	  
product	  development	  clients	  to	  launch	  new	  services	  and	  brands,	  conducting	  IP	  due	  
diligence	  for	  corporate	  acquisitions,	  and	  counseling	  clients	  on	  a	  range	  of	  IP	  issues.	  

v Andrea	  Cannon-‐Moderator:	  Deputy	  General	  Counsel-‐IP,	  Nestlé	  Purina	  PetCare,	  
Andrea	  Cannon	  is	  Deputy	  General	  Counsel	  – IP	  at	  Nestlé	  Purina	  PetCare. Andrea	  is	  
responsible	  for	  the	  global	  IP	  portfolio	  of	  Purina,	  including,	  clearance,	  maintenance,	  
enforcement,	  litigation,	  licensing	  and	  M&A	  support. After	  working	  at	  a	  large	  law	  firm	  in	  
Chicago	  as	  an	  IP	  attorney,	  Andrea	  has	  spent	  15	  years	  as	  in-‐house	  IP	  Counsel	  at	  large	  
companies. Before	  Nestlé	  Purina,	  Andrea	  worked	  at	  Anheuser-‐Busch	  and	  Sears.

Disclaimer
The views and opinions expressed on this panel are solely those of the
individuals and are presented simply to stimulate discussion on these
matters.

The panelist are not speaking on behalf of their employers/ clients. In
addition, none of the positions, views, recommendations, or thoughts
expressed by the panelists should be viewed as positions taken by the
corporate entities they represent.
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Topics	  to	  Discuss

Ø Introduction

Ø Implementing	  the	  Program

ØMaintaining	  the	  Program

ØWorking	  with	  Outside	  Counsel

Strategic	  IP	  Portfolio	  Management-‐
Introduction

• What	  do	  we	  mean	  by	  Strategic	  IP	  Portfolio	  Management	  (“IP	  
Management”)

• Strategy	  with	  IP	  and	  	  mapping	  to	  Business	  needs

• Scope	  of	  IP	  Management

• Common	  Elements	  Across	  Industries
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-‐ Parameters	  of	  	  Program
-‐ Strategy	  vs.	  Tactics
-‐ Innovation	  Goals
-‐ Alignment
-‐ Budgeting

-‐ Views	  from	  Four	  Differing	  Industries

Strategic	  IP	  Portfolio	  Management-‐
Implementing	  a	  Program

Strategic	  IP	  Portfolio	  Management-‐
Maintaining	  the	  Program

• Education	  /	  Training

• Cadence

• Adaption	  with	  legal	  changes
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Strategic	  IP	  Portfolio	  Management-‐
Outside	  Counsel	  Relationships

-‐ Examples	  of	  things	  that	  have	  worked/	  not	  worked

-‐ Interaction	  between	  prosecutors/	  litigators

-‐ Changes	  with	  outside	  counsel	  and	  legal	  ops

-‐ Ways	  to	  Improve

Questions?
Thank	  you.
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Federal Circuit Mock Argument
Presented By:

Virginia L. Carron
Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner LLP
Atlanta, GA

Moderator: Timothy R. Holbrook
Emory University School of Law,
Atlanta, GA

 Hon. Kimberly A. Moore
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
Washington, D.C.

 Hon. Kara F. Stoll
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
Washington, D.C.

 Nathan Kelley
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Alexandria, VA

 Benjamin A. Saidman
Finnegan Henderson Farabow Garrett & Dunner LLP
Atlanta, GA

Kevin Lake
King & Spalding
Denver, CO
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Case	  Statement	  for	  the	  Moot	  Court	  Argument	  

These	  materials	  are	  being	  used	  with	  gracious	  permission	  from	  the	  	  AIPLA	  Giles	  
Sutherland	  Rich	  Moot	  Court	  Competition.	  	  The	  fact	  pattern	  is	  from	  last	  year’s	  
competition.	  	  

The	  fact	  pattern	  is	  the	  basis	  for	  the	  moot	  oral	  argument	  to	  be	  held	  on	  Saturday,	  
September	  22,	  2018,	  at	  8AM	  before	  the	  Honorable	  Kimberly	  A.	  Moore	  and	  the	  
Honorable	  Kara	  F.	  Stoll	  of	  the	  US	  Court	  of	  Appeals	  for	  the	  Federal	  Circuit	  and	  
Nathan	  Kelley,	  former	  Deputy	  General	  Counsel	  for	  Intellectual	  Property	  Law	  and	  
Solicitor,	  United	  States	  Patent	  and	  Trademark	  Office.	  	  	  
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The AIPLA’s 
2017-2018 Giles Sutherland Rich Memorial  

Moot Court Competition Problem 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

This year’s problem involves a dispute between the University of Neptune School of 

Medicine (“UNSM”) and a company called HeadSpace over a United States Patent, referred to as 

the ’873 Patent. Two issues are on appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal 

Circuit: 

(1) Whether the ’873 Patent is obvious under 35 U.S.C. § 103.  
 

(2) Whether Federal Courts have jurisdiction to hear the dispute under 28 U.S.C. § 1338(a). 
 

Oceania is a fictional state in the continental United States, located in the fictional Thirteenth 

Circuit. The University of Neptune is located in the town of Atlantis. Atlantis is a small town and 

the University is its largest employer. The University has a number of initiatives to support the town 

of Atlantis and it is well respected among Atlantis’ residents.  

HeadSpace is a social media app company that focuses on text-to-speech input to allow 

users to post messages on public profiles and engage in personal and group messaging 

conversations. Its headquarters is in the state of Oceania, in the large city of El Dorado on the 

opposite side of the state from Atlantis. 

The dispute stems from the UNSM’s Advanced Neuro Technologies Laboratory (the “ANT 

Lab”) and a HeadSpace product called the Chat Hat.  

The ANT Lab 

The ANT Lab’s goal is to investigate brain-machine interface technologies and to help 

develop thought-to-text and thought-to-thought enabled communication devices through medical 

neuroscience research. HeadSpace partnered with the UNSM and launched several initiatives to 

support the ANT Lab. 
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Under the partnership agreement between the UNSM and HeadSpace, HeadSpace has a 

right to license and commercially develop any patent that is developed at the ANT Lab arising from 

the partnership. The royalty rate of 4% is favorable for HeadSpace and the terms are pre-negotiated. 

In return, HeadSpace must: “Fund a UNSM-led study to investigate the social and economic impact 

that the development of devices covered by each valid ANT Lab patent has had on both the United 

States and the world as a whole.” (“Study Clause”). The UNSM maintains the right to enforce ANT 

Lab patents, and HeadSpace agrees to join as a co-plaintiff in enforcement actions if necessary for 

standing purposes. The agreement provides that it “shall be interpreted exclusively in accordance 

with Oceania law.” 

The University of Neptune is a private institution. Its mission requires it to pursue the public 

interest and greater global good. It relies heavily on donations and grants for financial support. The 

Study Clause is designed to help the ANT Lab stay true to the University’s mission, and to help 

produce evidence of results that will lead to donations and other financial support in the future. 

The ’873 Patent 

 On January 15, 2012, the ’873 Patent issued to the UNSM. The application that led to the 

’873 Patent was filed on October 12, 2009. No claims were made during prosecution to an earlier 

priority date. The technology underlying the ’873 Patent was developed at the ANT Lab. Claim 1, 

the only independent claim in the ’873 Patent, reads: 

1.  A method for translating human thoughts into text comprising: 

receiving unique user calibration brainwave data collected by a plurality of 

brainwave sensors during performance of a predetermined customization protocol; 

customizing a thought-to-text translation algorithm based on the received 

calibration brainwave data using a machine learning model; 
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triggering collection of the user’s triggered brainwave data to be translated 

after repetition of a predetermined trigger word by the user; 

filtering non-thought brainwave data from the collected triggered 

brainwave data;  and  

translating the filtered data into text using the customized translation 

algorithm. 

The specification of the ’873 Patent describes: A device that is a portable collection of 

sensors coupled with a small but powerful computer processor, transceiver, and memory.  The 

device builds on the fundamental fact that the human brain produces electrical signals when a 

person “thinks.”  In a laboratory setting, the brain’s various electrical signals, or brain waves, can be 

measured by sensors using electroencephalography (EEG).  The device also builds on basic 

principles of technology-assisted mind-to-mind communication.  Mind-to-mind communication 

works by collecting the signals produced by a sender’s brain using EEG and using those signals to 

stimulate a response in a receiver’s brain using Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS).  More 

specifically, the electrical impulses detected by the sender’s device may be converted into 

transmittable data packets that are received by the device, which converts the data packets into 

corresponding electrical pulses and delivers those pulses to the recipient’s brain in the form of 

electrical stimuli. In this way, the receiving person receives the “thought” created by the sender.  

These signals may be transmitted over a wide range of distances, via a local or closed 

communication network, or even the Internet.  

The device sensors measure a specific subset of the brainwaves produced by a user’s brain.  

This discrete subset of brainwaves was identified following the discovery by the ANT Lab inventors 

that, unlike a human recipient, a computer only needs a subset of the signals produced by a human 

brain to produce a translation of “thoughts of speech, characters, or text” into text with acceptable 
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accuracy.  Because of this discovery, the device requires fewer sensors than a laboratory-scale EEG, 

which requires a large machine that measures all the brain’s electrical signals. The device thus 

provides a portable, lower cost alternative to the larger and more cumbersome laboratory EEG 

machines. 

Before the device can be used, however, it must be “trained” to a particular user.  The full 

translation algorithm and database are too large to store on a small device.  Instead, the full database 

is stored on a remote server.  The device utilizes a sophisticated machine learning model that 

optimizes the device and the translation algorithm for that user, which reduces the amount of 

memory required such that the device may be used without a permanent Internet connection.  To 

“train” the device, the user must wear the device and perform a standardized series of steps that the 

machine learning model can use to isolate specific patterns from the user’s brainwaves that 

correspond to certain sensory inputs. During training, the device may also identify brainwave 

patterns that are unique to an individual user. The training exercises include steps such as singing 

nursery rhymes printed in the user’s manual; inhaling a variety of scents provided on a scratch and 

sniff page of the user’s manual appendices; and viewing a series of short video clips taken from well-

known films and television shows. The device collects brainwaves from the user during this 

calibration procedure and transmits them over the Internet to the remote server.  A machine 

learning model stored on and implemented by the remote server analyzes the user’s brainwaves, 

optimizes the translation algorithm, and returns the optimized algorithm to the user’s device.  

Even with the training procedure, it is difficult for the device’s processor to isolate 

brainwaves that correspond to conscious thoughts, because a user’s brain produces a chaotic 

collection of signals.  In order for the processor to successfully isolate the signals produced by an 

individual’s conscious thoughts, a user of the device must repeatedly “think” a specific keyword 

before he or she “thinks” the message to be translated.  The keyword must be something fanciful 
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that a user is unlikely to think casually.  Repetition of the keyword prevents accidental triggering of 

the device’s translation algorithm by random thoughts, and also provides the device multiple 

chances to recognize and verify the keyword amongst the complex collection of brainwaves.  The 

current version of the device requires the user to “think” the word “xylophone” three times. 

If all training procedures are precisely followed, the device can translate a user’s thoughts 

into text with greater than 95% accuracy.  If training is not properly completed or the user does not 

think the designated initialization word three times before beginning to think a message, the 

accuracy of the device’s translation may drop dramatically. 

The Chat Hat 

HeadSpace exercised its right to license the ’873 Patent and developed a device called the 

Chat Hat using the underlying technology.  The Chat Hat embodies the ’873 Patent as described 

above.  

The License Agreement 

The UNSM has multiple licensing agreements with other entities for various ANT Lab 

technologies; however, the UNSM believes the most exciting technology is the ’873 Patent’s 

technology, which is implemented in the Chat Hat.  HeadSpace was thrilled when the ’873 Patent 

issued, and HeadSpace immediately expressed its desire to enter into a licensing agreement with the 

UNSM for this technology.  HeadSpace did not have an immediate commercial plan for the Chat 

Hat but strongly believed in the technology. In fact, HeadSpace was so excited that prior to signing 

the licensing agreement with the UNSM it did not look at the ’873 Patent.  When asked if he wanted 

to discuss the patent, HeadSpace’s Chief Executive Officer sent an email to the Agreement Specialist 

at the UNSM saying that he was “sure the patent is valid because it had been granted and that means 

the claims must be valid.”  HeadSpace and the UNSM quickly and readily entered into the 

agreement on February 5, 2012. 
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HeadSpace is currently the only licensee of the ’873 Patent. The UNSM, however, plans to 

license the ’873 Patent to other entities in the future to generate additional revenue.  The UNSM 

plans to pursue these agreements once the Chat Hat generates enough publicity for the UNSM to be 

confident that the Chat Hat will be an immediate commercial success in the United States.  The 

UNSM believes the study performed under the Study Clause will be instrumental in eventually 

marketing the Chat Hat in the United States. 

After entering into the licensing agreement, HeadSpace manufactured and provided the Chat 

Hat for free to doctors, UNSM students, and UNSM staff working in foreign aid medical clinics in 

remote areas of the world.  In such areas, properly sterilized gloves are a precious commodity due to 

supply limitations, and the Chat Hat allows the staff to communicate about patients as well as to 

update patient records, without requiring the staff to remove their gloves to use the associated 

computing device, or risk contaminating their gloves by using the computing device directly.   

HeadSpace is certain that the Chat Hat is making a difference in the lives of clinic workers 

and patients.  Everyone who uses the Chat Hat has told HeadSpace how they “could not live 

without it” and how it has dramatically reduced the number of patient infections due to 

contamination.  There has been one complaint of an alleged glitch in the Chat Hat software.  

Reportedly, the Chat Hat shut down in the middle of surgery.  HeadSpace knows there will be 

irreparable harm to the reputation of the Chat Hat if this allegation is true or if it leaks out to the 

public.  After a two-hour investigation, HeadSpace determined that the shutdown was caused by 

user error and it was not an error with the function of the Chat Hat itself.   

At this time, HeadSpace is only interested in providing the Chat Hat for the charitable 

purpose of assisting foreign aid workers in their daily activities.  HeadSpace’s founders, who are 

already very wealthy, have found enjoyment building a side of their company that is committed to 

public service. The Chat Hat is also outside what they view as their core business and they are not 
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yet ready to commercialize it as a product in the United States. HeadSpace is not even interested in 

distributing the Chat Hats in the United States for the same charitable purposes because it believes 

the United States already has relatively good standards of cleanliness in its medical facilities.  

HeadSpace is fortunate to be able to manufacture and provide the Chat Hats without 

receiving compensation because of a sizeable donation from an anonymous donor.  The donor sent 

a note with the donation describing how much he or she appreciates HeadSpace’s newfound 

commitment to public service and how the money should be used to further establish HeadSpace’s 

charitable causes.  The UNSM has not diligently monitored any licensing revenue it may be owed by 

HeadSpace for the Chat Hat, since it is aware that HeadSpace uses the Chat Hat for charitable 

purposes and assumes that little, if any, licensing revenue is due. There are no lump sum, milestone, 

or other payments due under the agreement.    

The UNSM and HeadSpace both have headquarters about ninety-five miles apart in the state 

of Oceania.  The state’s economy thrives on innovation.  To promote and retain innovation within 

the state, the state has appointed a patent agent to a state-created (and state-funded) position to seek 

opportunities to file patent applications and to prosecute and maintain the patents worldwide.   

 More importantly in the eyes of the public institutions, the state also provides yearly funding 

to public institutions based on the number of and potential economic impact of valid patents each 

institution owns.  While the UNSM does not receive such funding, it benefits from collaborations 

with other state-funded institutions. 

The Sandcastle Technology Institute and the Continuation Patent 

The Sandcastle Technology Institute (the “STI”) is a public institution located in a 

neighboring city of the UNSM.  The STI has the most granted patents of any entity within the state, 

and its success as a worldwide leader in technological advances in cardiac devices, among other 

devices, makes it one of the largest generators of revenue for the state.  The UNSM and the STI 
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have had a successful working relationship for over two decades and are oftentimes co-owners of 

patents with shared technologies.  Although the parties are not co-owners of the ’873 patent, the 

UNSM assigned to the STI its rights to a second patent which was originally filed as a continuation 

of the ’873 patent.  UNSM’s assignment of rights to this continuation patent occurred after the 

continuation issued, and there are no other issued or pending patent applications claiming priority to 

either the ‘873 patent or the continuation patent.  The UNSM and the STI both independently 

believe it is likely that the patent claims of the continuation are an obvious variation of the claims in 

the ’873 patent, although during prosecution the continuation patent never received an obviousness 

type double patenting rejection and the UNSM never filed a terminal disclaimer.  

The state has provided a significant amount of funding to the STI for the continuation 

patent because it believes the technology could be a game-changer in the field of medicine.  The STI 

has used the bulk of this funding to rapidly develop the next-generation Chat Hat (called the 

“Convo. Cap”).  Both the state and the STI anticipate the Convo. Cap to eventually be a blockbuster 

worldwide, including in the United States.  STI’s long-term planning anticipates that the Convo. Cap 

will bring in one of the highest revenues in the history of medical advances.  STI plans to out-license 

the technology to the highest bidder. 

The UNSM’s Demand for a Study 

HeadSpace had been distributing the Chat Hat to foreign countries for approximately 3 years 

when trouble first began.  The Study Clause in the licensing agreement dictates that HeadSpace must 

fund a “UNSM-led study to investigate the social and economic impact that the development of 

devices covered by each valid ANT Lab patent has had on both the United States and the world as a 

whole.”  The UNSM relies on such studies to promote its research and public interests policy, with 

the end-goal of receiving donations and grants in return.  Doctors enjoy using the Chat Hat and the 

UNSM is sure that the Chat Hat actually leads to better patient outcomes.  Accordingly, the UNSM 
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began developing the study that will analyze the safety of the Chat Hat and the net socio-economic 

impact of Chat Hat compared to more “archaic” communication methods.  In particular, the study 

will involve the doctors, students, and staff that used the Chat Hat, as well as patients exposed to the 

Chat Hat during treatment.  It will be a first-of-a-kind study design that could have significant 

ramifications not only for the UNSM but for the town of Atlantis and the state.  

Recently, word has spread throughout the town of Atlantis, where the UNSM is located, that 

the Chat Hat has been saving lives in remote foreign clinics and that the utility of the Chat Hat could 

potentially be broadened to non-clinical uses such as use in gaming systems and in virtual meetings.  

The ANT Lab has modeled a Chat Hat statue that is 100 times the size of an actual Chat Hat, and 

has mounted the statue in the main entryway of the UNSM.  There has been an influx of visitors 

from outside Atlantis, and even outside the state, to see this newly emerging and mysterious 

technology.  In fact, a large café opened one month ago in downtown Atlantis, and it was 

appropriately named the Chat Hat Café.  To support the increasing number of out-of-state visitors, 

the town of Atlantis also saw an increase in the number of boutique hotels in the area.  These hotels 

were also named in honor of the Chat Hat (Chat Hotel, Chat Hat Inn, and Chat Hat B&B).  The 

town also recently passed a proposal to increase its local tax, and the increased revenue is slated to 

be used to construct walking trails and bike paths and to repair all of the roads’ potholes.  Before the 

town becomes too much more reliant on the revenue the Chat Hat visitors bring in, the state is 

urging the UNSM to complete the study and confirm that the Chat Hat is indeed safe and beneficial 

within one year. 

The study itself will be challenging to fully develop and to implement within the given 

timeframe. The study protocol will have to be modified at various junctures based on relatively fluid 

criteria, which will lead to uncertainty for the study completion date.  In order to expedite the study, 

the UNSM plans on using study funds, to be provided by HeadSpace, to add three additional study 
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coordinators (each paid more than customary and usual because of the remote location and potential 

hardships).   

Further, the study also is likely to be very expensive.  The location of the clinic chosen for 

the study is in a remote and developing part of the world.  Neither the UNSM nor HeadSpace have 

any other operations in the area, and as such, HeadSpace would have to fund, and the UNSM build, 

a temporary living quarters for the study coordinators.  In addition, there is no local market for food 

or essential items, and so extra resources would be needed to fly in food, water, and other required 

items on a weekly basis.  These items would be obtained from a village approximately fifty 

kilometers south of the study location and flown in by a helicopter rented with funds to be provided 

by HeadSpace.       

The UNSM is almost finished planning the study and has sent a request to HeadSpace for 

$1.2 million dollars to provide the required funding under the licensing agreement.  Two days after 

HeadSpace received the request, HeadSpace’s CEO sent a reply letter to the UNSM stating that 

“HeadSpace will not fund the study because the ’873 patent is not valid and therefore the Study 

Clause is not applicable.”  To further support its position of non-payment, HeadSpace’s reply letter 

further emphasized that HeadSpace has not profited from the Chat Hat and only distributes it in a 

charitable capacity.    

The UNSM responded that the patent is valid and emphasized that the United States Patent 

and Trademark Office granted the patent without issuing any rejections.  The UNSM further 

explained that according to an Oceania statute enacted in 1973, “a patent licensee cannot challenge 

the validity of the underlying patent to the license agreement.”  According to the state legislative 

history associated with this statute, the public policy and rationale behind the implementation of the 

state statute is fairly straightforward.  This policy is that a licensee should not enter into a licensing 

agreement that contains a provision(s) dependent upon a patent’s validity, wherein the licensee 
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either has not obtained legal advice regarding the validity of the patent or the licensee determines the 

patent to be valid at the time of signing the agreement and later changes its mind to avoid fulfilling a 

contractual obligation.  

The state has suffered economically in the past from validity attacks on patents owned by 

state-sponsored institutions and high-profile companies in the context of licensing agreements.  The 

number of attacks on patent validity has been reduced since the implementation of this statute, since 

the majority of the patented technologies are out-licensed.  Consequently, more institutions and 

entities within the state are filing more patent applications and entering into an increased number of 

licensing agreements.  The result has been economic growth within the state. 

There is no such statute in Oceania that protects a patent outside the context of a licensing 

agreement.  Recently, an ex parte reexamination was ordered for the ’873 patent.  The ex parte 

reexamination was ordered before UNSM filed its complaint against HeadSpace.  The decision from 

the ex parte reexamination is expected to be reached soon.  The STI is anticipating an ex parte 

reexamination order for its continuation patent based on the similarity between the claimed subject 

matter. 

The UNSM Sues 

The UNSM sued HeadSpace for breach of contract in Oceania Superior Court in Atlantis. 

The UNSM strongly prefers that the case be tried in Atlantis with a local jury. It sought damages for 

HeadSpace’s breach of the Study Clause.    

HeadSpace timely removed the suit under 28 U.S.C. § 1446 to the United States District 

Court for the District of Oceania. The parties do not dispute that the Chat Hat is an embodiment of 

the ’873 Patent. HeadSpace’s only defense is that the ’873 Patent is invalid as obvious and, 

accordingly, it had no obligation to fund a study pursuant to the Study Clause. Through negotiations 

the parties have agreed the validity of the entire patent rises and falls with the validity of claim 1.  
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HeadSpace’s Obviousness Contention 

HeadSpace relied on two references to support its position that the ’873 patent was invalid 

for obviousness in the District Court.  The primary reference was HeadSpace’s own speech-to-text 

interface, the main features of which are now ubiquitously available.  The second reference was a 

lecture by Dr. Stefan Kohlbehr who was in charge of the ANT research that lead to the 

development of the Chat Hat and is named as an inventor on the ’873 Patent.  Dr. Kohlbehr’s 

lecture was recorded and posted on YouTube on April 7, 2008. 

HeadSpace’s speech-to-text interface translates spoken words into printed text using a 

computer coupled to a microphone input device.  Since its development, the interface has been 

incorporated into computers and mobile devices worldwide.  The HeadSpace speech-to-text 

interface receives the electrical signal produced by a microphone and uses computer software to 

filter out non-speech noise.  The HeadSpace interface then translates the filtered signal into text 

using complex software that compensates for dialect, accent, and other individualities in human 

speech.  

HeadSpace’s speech-to-text interface does not require large amounts of processor resources 

to compensate for differences in individual speech, making it ideal for mobile devices.  HeadSpace’s 

speech-to-text technology uses an advanced machine learning model that “learns” a specific 

individual’s particular style of speaking to optimize the translation algorithm and reduce translation 

time and consumption of processing resources.  Before using the interface, a user reads a prepared 

text (most new versions use the Gettysburg Address) into the device, which the machine learning 

model analyzes to adjust for the user’s individual speech patterns.  HeadSpace’s interface also 

improves the more the user speaks into the device, but the pre-optimized translation algorithm saves 

processor time and, therefore, battery life.  As a result, HeadSpace’s technology is superior to other 
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speech-to-text translation technologies and has been incorporated into many devices, especially 

portable devices like smartphones. 

Dr. Kohlbehr’s lecture presented the combination of his two great passions, neuroscience 

and transcendental meditation.  Dr. Kohlbehr revealed that two sufficiently trained practitioners of 

transcendental meditation can share complete thoughts across substantial distances using 

technology-assisted mind-to-mind communication.  Technology-assisted mind-to-mind 

communication is generally limited to extremely simple messages and required the messages to be 

pre-translated into binary code.  Technology-assisted mind-to-mind communication was limited to 

on-off/one-zero messages.  Dr. Kohlbehr discovered that this limitation stemmed from the fact that 

that the human brain is too distracted by random thoughts and sensory inputs to receive anything 

but the most rudimentary signals that can pierce through the noise.  Dr. Kohlbehr discovered that if 

the sender and receiver could both enter the same mental state using transcendental meditation, full 

sentences could be transmitted from mind to mind without resorting to binary code.  Dr. Kohlbehr 

called the mental state shared by the sender and receiver the Kohlbehr Rapport.       

The Kohlbehr Rapport requires the two users to meditate on the same mantra so that each 

achieves a similar mental state.  Using Dr. Kohlbehr’s technique, a sender connected to an EEG 

meditates on a particular mantra until he or she reaches a meditative state.  Then the sender “thinks” 

the message to be delivered.  The EEG records continuously throughout the session and the 

electrical signal can be transmitted in real time to the receiver or electronically stored.  The receiver 

meditates on the same mantra as the sender, while receiving the sender’s electrical signal through 

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS).  The combination of meditation and TMS creates a 

sympathetic response in the receiver so that the receiver achieves the same mental state as the 

sender—the Kohlbehr Rapport.  At this point, the receiver’s mind is sufficiently aligned with the 

sender’s thoughts that the receiver “thinks” the same thoughts the sender sends.  The mantra acts as 
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a sort of carrier wave to keep the two minds synchronized long enough for the sender’s thoughts to 

be received.  

In his lecture, Dr. Kohlbehr noted that a computer would not suffer from the mental 

distractions of a human receiver and hypothesized that a computer would not require meditation to 

receive the electrical signals produced by the sender.  Dr. Kohlbehr also said that no computer 

would be sophisticated enough to translate anything but the most rudimentary messages because the 

electrical signals produced by a sender’s brain were too complex to be translated by any computer 

less sophisticated than a human brain.  According to Dr. Kohlbehr, a person’s brainwaves include 

too much “noise” produced by sensory input and everyday distractions.  Furthermore, the signals 

differ substantially from person to person, even when those individuals think the same thoughts.    

Nevertheless, to prove the concept, Dr. Kohlbehr presented preliminary results translating 

by computer some simple messages using the electrical signals produced by a sender’s brain.  In a 

first experiment, Dr. Kohlbehr recorded the electrical signals produced by a volunteer who 

repeatedly “thought” the same word twenty-five times while connected to an EEG.  Using the 

combined signals from all twenty-five repetitions, Dr. Kohlbehr produced a software program that 

successfully translated the one-word “thought” 60% of the time when the same volunteer had the 

same “thought” again during a test reading.  Dr. Kohlbehr was able to reproduce this result with 

three different, single word “thoughts.”  However, the translation accuracy fell below 5% when a 

different volunteer repeated the same single-word “thought.”  The computer was unable to 

distinguish a second individual’s “thought” unless it was pre-programmed with twenty-five 

repetitions of each single-word. 

Dr. Kohlbehr performed a second experiment having a volunteer meditate on a specific 

mantra for five minutes while connected to an EEG.  Using the data collected from the meditation, 

Dr. Kohlbehr created a computer program that could identify the signals produced by the mantra 
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when the volunteer meditated a second time on the same mantra while attached to the EEG.  In this 

way, Dr. Kohlbehr speculated, a computer might be able to filter out the non-conscious thoughts 

from the user’s conscious thoughts.  

Combining aspects of the first two experiments, Dr. Kohlbehr performed a third 

experiment.  Using the repeated one-word thoughts from the first experiment and the data collected 

from the meditation in the second experiment, Dr. Kohlbehr produced a new translation program.  

In the third experiment, a volunteer meditated for five minutes on the same mantra used to create 

the computer program and then projected the one-word “thought” from the first experiment.  In 

the third experiment, the computer could translate the “thoughts” with greater than 95% accuracy.  

Dr. Kohlbehr provided two possible explanations for the improved result.  Dr. Kohlbehr 

explained that the result improved because the computer was better able to identify the patterns in 

the user’s brainwaves that corresponded to the user’s “thought.”  One explanation, Dr. Kohlbehr 

said, was that meditation reduced the distracting brain activity that made the “thought” difficult for 

the computer to identify.  Alternatively, the meditative mantra could act as a carrier wave that the 

computer could identify and isolate from the noise of distracting brain activity.  Dr. Kohlbehr was 

unable to test which mechanism was responsible, and acknowledged that the result could be a 

combination of both.  

When a second volunteer meditated on the same mantra for five minutes prior to projecting 

the same thought, the computer was able to successfully translate the one-word thought 50% of the 

time.  Again, Dr. Kohlbehr offered two possible explanations.  Dr. Kohlbehr explained that the 

meditation allowed the second volunteer to produce a similar pattern of signals as the first volunteer.  

As a result, the computer was better able to identify the pattern produced by the second volunteer 

that corresponded to the “thought” to be translated.  Alternatively, or possibly in combination, the 
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mantra placed the two individuals in a sufficiently similar mental state that the computer was able to 

overcome the individual differences between the two volunteers.  

Dr. Kohlbehr performed a final experiment attempting to compensate for individual 

differences between users.  Dr. Kohlbehr collected data from twenty volunteers who, while 

meditating, repeated the same one-word “thought” twenty-five times, while connected into an EEG.  

Using the combined data from all twenty-five repetitions from all twenty volunteers, Dr. Kohlbehr 

created an improved translation algorithm.  Using the improved algorithm, the computer 

successfully translated the same one-word “thought” used to create the algorithm with 75% accuracy 

from ten different test subjects who had not participated in the creation of the algorithm.  However, 

the improved algorithm only worked when the subjects meditated on the same mantra used to create 

the algorithm.  If a test subject did not meditate or meditated on a different mantra, however, the 

accuracy fell to 15%.  Dr. Kohlbehr explained that the input from twenty original volunteers 

provided enough data to compensate, in part, for individual differences between the test subjects 

and the original volunteers.  Dr. Kohlbehr speculated that using data from more volunteers to 

produce the algorithm might improve the accuracy further, but said he ran out of volunteers 

sufficiently practiced in transcendental meditation to produce more data and still have enough 

practitioners left to test the new algorithm. 

After presenting these experimental results, and the evolution of the Kohlbehr Rapport, a 

member of the Lecture audience asked Dr. Kohlbehr if his discovery could ever be used by average 

people who were not practitioners of transcendental meditation.  Dr. Kohlbehr answered that the 

technique would probably work with any mental discipline that allowed two different people to 

achieve a similar mental state.  From his experiments, Dr. Kohlbehr concluded that a user probably 

needed to be able to achieve a similar mental state as the individuals used to create the translation 

algorithm, or else a computer could not identify the signals created by conscious thoughts from the 
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background noise.  An “average” person might, Dr. Kohlbehr said, be able to achieve the necessary 

mental state by repeating a specific word or phrase in their mind enough times that a sophisticated 

computer program would be able to recognize the word in the user’s thought patterns and therefore 

separate the signals produced by that person’s conscious thoughts from the background noise.  But 

Dr. Kohlbehr stated that such an idea was “pure speculation based on theory” and that he had no 

data upon which to support his hypothesis. 

At the conclusion of his presentation, Dr. Kohlbehr lamented that mind-to-computer 

communication was probably impractical because the amount of data necessary to produce a 

translation for anything but the most rudimentary messages would be staggering.  Even using 

meditation, a one-word ‘thought’ would require data from more than twenty different people 

repeating the ‘thought’ twenty-five times.  Because individuals do not think in one-word increments, 

multi-word phrases have different signals than the individual words that make up the phrase.  “It 

might work,” Dr. Kohlbehr said, “if a person could be forced to think individual words instead of 

entire thoughts or sentences.”  “But the only time that happens” Dr. Kohlbehr said, “is when a 

person separates every word with a counter, like ‘One Mississippi, two Mississippi’ or when a novice 

translates words into a foreign language.”      

The District Court Verdict 

The case was tried to a jury. The UNSM argued that that the ’873 Patent is valid and that 

HeadSpace breached the Study Clause. It sought $1.2 million in damages—the amount required to 

fund the study. HeadSpace argued that it had no obligations under the Study Clause because the ’873 

Patent was invalid as obvious.  

The jury found the patent not invalid, found that HeadSpace breached the Study Clause, and 

awarded damages to the UNSM. However, the jury only awarded $20,000 in damages and the 

UNSM is disappointed. It will not be able to fund the ’873 Patent study with the award.  
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The Appeal 

HeadSpace appealed the jury’s verdict to the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal 

Circuit, challenging its finding that the ’873 Patent is not obvious. Even though the damages award 

is small, its founders are very sensitive to the optics of the adverse verdict and are highly motivated 

to have it overturned. The UNSM cross-appealed, challenging for the first time the district court’s 

subject matter jurisdiction under to hear the case under 28 U.S.C. § 1338, Gunn v. Minton, 568 U.S. 

251 (2013), and its progeny. Given the small damages award, it would rather have the District Court 

verdict thrown out and have a chance to re-try the case in Superior Court in Atlantis.  

The parties have stipulated that only two issues will be presented on appeal: the obviousness 

of the ’873 patent and the district court’s subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1338. The 

parties further stipulated to proceeding under standard, unilateral appeal rules and foregoing cross-

appeal procedures of Fed. Cir. Rule 28.1, with HeadSpace proceeding in all respects as the appellant 

and the UNSM as appellee. The Federal Circuit Clerk captioned the appeal “HeadSpace, Inc. v. 

University of Neptune School of Medicine.”  
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Strengthening Your IP Portfolio with Design Patents: 

Four Simple Strategies 

by 

Andrew Strickland, Partner, Lee & Hayes, PLLC 

 

Design patents can be a useful tool for many organizations to round out their IP portfolios. 

Compared to utility patents, design patents are relatively inexpensive to obtain but can still provide 

a potent weapon for intellectual property protection and enforcement. When prosecuted and 

litigated properly, design patents can prove to be as effective as utility patents to thwart copying 

and counterfeiting efforts. Below are some simple strategies for getting the most out of design 

patents.  

 

1) Looks Are Everything: Pay Attention To Them 

Design patents protect the ornamental features of a product, device, or “article of 

manufacture,” not the functionality or composition of the product. As a result, the most important 

part of the design patent application is the drawings—they provide both the written description 

supporting the claimed design and the claimed design itself. Because the drawings define the scope 

of protection, they must be precise and consistent across perspectives. If a design patent 

application’s drawings are inconsistent, the PTO could reject the application for indefiniteness 

under 35 U.S.C. § 112. Worse, if an issued design patent’s drawings are inconsistent, the design 

patent could be invalidated in litigation.  

Spotting inconsistencies takes a trained eye. As an example, consider the drawings below:  
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At first glance, it might seem that the claimed design is consistent across all views, but the United 

States District Court for the Southern District of New York disagreed and found a design patent 

claiming the above design indefinite. See Times Three Clothier, LLC v. Spanx, Inc., 2014 WL 

1688130 (S.D.N.Y. April 29, 2014). In Times Three, the Court found “the shape and position of 

the first ornamental line below the bust” inconsistent across all figures. Id., at *5. “Figures 1 and 

2, which depict front and back elevation views of both embodiments, show a straight horizontal 

line. Yet, Figures 3 and 4, which depict right and left elevation views of the first embodiment ... 

show an ornamental line angled up at approximately 30 degrees as it moves from the back of the 

garment up to the front.” Id. A single inconsistency may not render a design patent’s claim 

indefinite because “errors and inconsistencies in the patent drawings must be material and of such 

magnitude that the overall appearance of the design is unclear.” HR U.S. LLC v. Mizco Intern., 

Inc., 2009 WL 890550, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. March 31, 2009). But, when one skilled in the art could 

only guess as to the claimed design due to inconsistencies, the claimed design is indefinite. See 

Times Three Clothier, LLC, 2014 WL 1688130, at *5. That was the case in Times Three as half 

the views showed one angle for the first ornamental line and the other half of views showed a 

different angle for the first ornamental line.  

The best approach to avoiding indefiniteness rejections during prosecution or 

indefiniteness challenges in litigation is to meticulously scrutinize drawings when preparing a 

design patent application. While one inconsistency might not be fatal, it can increase costs for 
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obtaining and enforcing a claimed design.  Invest in high quality drawings from a trusted, 

professional drafter experienced in drafting drawings for design patents, and work closely with 

them to identify potential inconsistencies. Such a drafter will understand the importance of the 

drawings and will often be a valuable resource for identifying potential indefiniteness issues 

caused by inconsistent views. 

 

2) Going Big? Go All-The-Way. 

For utility patents, it may be a great idea to disclose many embodiments of an invention to 

vary claim scope and have subject matter to draw on during prosecution. For design patents, 

however, that is not always the best approach.  

Consider the example of Pacific Coast Marine Windshields Ltd v Malibu Boats, LLC, 739 

F.3d 694, (Fed. Cir. 2014). There, patent owner Pacific Coast filed a design patent application 

claiming many different embodiments of a boat windshield having vents and hatches. The 

Examiner found five distinct designs, and Pacific Coast elected a design having a hatch and four 

circular vents. Pacific Coast then cancelled all the other drawings and did not later file divisional 

applications on three of the restricted designs. 

After the four-circle-and-hatch design patent issued, Pacific Coast discovered that Malibu 

Boats was selling a windshield having three rectangular vents and a hatch that was very similar to 

the claimed design and one of the cancelled, but not later pursued, designs. The Federal Circuit 

affirmed, in part, a non-infringement summary judgment ruling of the district court. It held that 

designs given up during patent prosecution in response to a restriction requirement are dedicated 

to the public unless the applicant pursues separate applications for the cancelled designs. In other 

words, prosecution history estoppel applies to design patents. For Pacific Coast, its failure to 

follow through on the restricted designs resulted in an effective loss of claim scope.  

The “Going Big” strategy often does not work for design patents—Examiners will most 

likely restrict the application to a single design, which would require one or more divisional 

applications to preserve rights for the restricted designs. Since the cost of preparing high quality 
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drawings is a large part of the cost of design patent application preparation, there is little to be 

gained by putting all possible embodiments in one application as opposed to filing multiple, 

separate design patent applications on the same day. That said, Going Big might be a good idea 

for cash-strapped organizations looking to spread out design patent filing fees over time, but such 

a strategy is not without risk and could limit design patent scope down the road.  

 

3) Consider Design Patents When Filing Utility Patents 

A design patent application can claim priority to a utility application giving the design 

patent the same priority date as the utility application. And, unlike the term for utility patents which 

is calculated based on effective filing date, the term for design patents is calculated based on issue 

date (i.e., 14 years from issue). This combination of factors can stretch out IP protection for a “hot 

product” beyond the scope of the utility patent. For example, assume a company files a utility 

application for an exciting new toy on January 1, 2000. The toy becomes an instant, enduring 

classic, and its popularity has led to numerous counterfeits. The PTO allows the utility patent 

application on January 1, 2010 and the resulting patent issues on May 1, 2010. On April 30, 2010, 

the day before the utility patent issues, the company files a design patent application claiming the 

benefit of the utility patent’s filing date which results in a design patent issuing on January 1, 2012. 

The utility patent’s term will expire January 1, 2020 (twenty years from filing), but the design 

patent’s term will expire on January 1, 2026 (fourteen years from issue). By staggering the design 

and utility patent filings, the company stretch patent protection for the toy by six years, and it 

gained another IP asset to help thwart counterfeits of the toy that has the same priority date as the 

expired utility patent, but for an “extended” term.  

But, this strategy requires some careful planning. First, a design patent application’s benefit 

claim to a utility application is only effective if the design has been sufficiently disclosed in the 

utility application, requiring the utility patent application to have high quality, design patent ready, 

drawings. Second, foreign strategy must be considered carefully because PCT applications 

typically cannot be relied upon to provide priority for foreign design rights, and the Paris 
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Convention does not grant a right to rely on a utility filing for design priority. Finally, if the utility 

patent application issues or goes abandoned before a later design patent application claims the 

benefit of its filing date, any design disclosed in the utility application will be dedicated to the 

public.  

4) Use The Rocket Docket For Hot Products

While design patents typically take 15-18 months (or more) to issue from the date of filing,

the process can be accelerated by using the PTO’s “Rocket Docket” for design patents. It is not 

difficult to comply with the requirements, and the average time to issue is about five months 

(although, we have obtained some design patents in as little as three months using this procedure).  

The Rocket Docket (formally, a “Request For Expedited Examination Of A Design 

Application (37 CFR 1.155, Form PTO/SB/27)”) requires: (1) a completed petition (Form 

PTO/SB/27); (2) a fee of $900 ($450 for small entity, $225 for micro entity); (3) a pre-examination 

search statement including a list of the field of search; (4) an Information Disclosure Statement 

listing the results of the pre-examination search; and (5) complaint drawings. In addition, for new 

patent applications, Form SB/27 requires inclusion of form PTO/SB/18, the “Design Patent 

Transmittal Form.”  

If the submitted drawings are not in compliance, they can be corrected without the 

application losing accelerated status, but the time to correct the drawings is shorter. An added 

wrinkle is that if the Examiner issues a restriction requirement, the applicant must elect one of the 

embodiments for examination without traverse. If the applicant traverses the restriction, 

accelerated examination status is lost. Any later divisional application will be examined under 

regular examination unless they are filed with their own petition.  
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Music Law

US Public Performance Rights 
Update

*The views expressed in this presentation are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of King & Spalding or its clients.

Overview

• The Public Performance Right
• The Birth of US PROs
• PROs and Antitrust
• Reviewing the Decrees
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THE PUBLIC PERFORMANCE 
RIGHT

Sound Recordings Compositions

Reproduction Examples: Any non-transitory copies, 
including copies used in motion pictures 
and television programming (“master-
use” rights)

Examples: any non-transitory copies, 
including copies in “timed relation” with 
audiovisual works (“synchronization” 
rights)

Sale/
Distribution

Examples: copies made in connection 
with the distribution of phonorecords to 
the public

Examples: copies made in connection
with the distribution of phonorecords to 
the public (“mechanical” rights)

Public
Performance

Examples: digital, audio-only 
transmissions only

Examples: broadcast television & radio; 
cable/satellite television & radio; 
streaming video & audio 
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Sound Recordings Compositions
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and television programming (“master-
use” rights)

Examples: any non-transitory copies, 
including copies in “timed relation” with 
audiovisual works (“synchronization” 
rights)

Sale/
Distribution

Examples: copies made in connection 
with the distribution of phonorecords to 
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THE BIRTH OF US PROS
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ASCAP
• The American Society of Composers, Authors and 

Publishers

• First U.S. Performing Rights Organization

• Founded in 1914

• Earliest members include John Philip Souza and 
Irving Berlin

BMI
• Broadcast Music, Inc.

• Created as part of radio industry boycott

• Founded in 1939

• Second largest US PRO
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SESAC

• Founded in 1930

• Much smaller than ASCAP and BMI

• Not subject to DOJ regulation

GMR

• Global Music Rights

• Founded in 2013 by Irving Azoff

• Seeks to build “must have” repertory with “select 
artists”

• John Lennon, Pharrell Williams, Ryan Teder
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ACEMLA and Pro Music Rights
• Founded in 1953 as Sociedad Puertorriqueña de 

Autores, Compositores y Editores de Música
(SPACEM), ACEMLA controls and licenses the 
non-exclusive public performance rights of Latin 
American Music Co. Inc. (LAMCO).

• Pro Music Rights was founded by 19-year-old Jake 
P. Noch in 2018 and claims to represent 7.4% of 
the market based on number of compositions 
represented.

PROS AND ANTITRUST
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The ASCAP and BMI Consent Decrees

• Entered in 1941

• Key Protections
§ ASCAP/BMI is a nonexclusive licensor
§ Availability of per-program license
§ No discrimination between similarly situated licensees
§ Fair and nondiscriminatory royalty distributions

Alden-Rochelle v. ASCAP

“Almost every part of the Ascap structure, almost all 
of Ascap’s activities in licensing motion picture 
theatres, involve a violation of the anti-trust laws.”

80 F. Supp. 888, 893 (S.D.N.Y. 1948)
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AFJ: The Amended Final Judgment

• Entered in 1950

• Key Additional Protections
§ ASCAP enjoined from licensing movie theaters
§ Effective Compulsory License
§ ASCAP Rate Court

BMI v. CBS
• CBS challenges blanket license as per se antitrust 

violation

• Holding: “rule of reason” applies and remands for 
further proceedings

441 US 1, 24 (1979)

• Rationale: blanket license is a different product 
with purposes and benefits other than the restraint 
of trade

441 US 1, 20-23 (1979)
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Later Amendments to the Decrees
• 1994 BMI decree amendment adds rate court 

provision

• Second Amended Final Judgment or AFJ2
§ Strengthened requirement to provide meaningful 

alternatives to blanket license
§ Streamlined rate court provisions
§ Modified or eliminated most regulations regarding 

ASCAP’s treatment of its members

SESAC Antitrust Cases
• The local television and radio industries recently sued 

SESAC for antitrust violations.

• After SESAC failed to dispose of the claims, it settled with 
the parties and agreed to subject itself to consent-decree 
like restrictions — but only with respect to plaintiffs’ 
industries.

• First TV industry arbitration settled in 2016.

• First radio industry arbitration led to dramatic cuts in 
SESAC rates for radio effective 2016 to 2018.
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GMR Antitrust Cases
• In November 2016, the radio industry sued GMR in 

E.D. Pa. for antitrust violations.

• GMR retaliated with an antitrust suit against the 
Radio Music License Committee in C.D. Cal.

• GMR’s suit is stayed pending resolution of GMR’s
motion to dismiss the RMLC case for lack of 
personal jurisdiction.

REVIEWING THE DECREES
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Reviewing the Decrees – Obama DOJ
• DOJ investigates findings of coordination between 

ASCAP and major publishers in Pandora v. ASCAP, 6 F. 
Supp. 3d 317 (S.D.N.Y. 2014)

• DOJ opens review of decrees to determine whether 
modifications are necessary

• DOJ issues closing statement on August 4, 2016

• Finds that the decrees continue to serve a vital function, 
declines to modify the decrees, and notes that decrees 
require full-work licensing by ASCAP and BMI

United States v. BMI

• Surprise order from Judge Stanton on September 
16, 2016 grants BMI declaratory judgment on 
fractional licensing issue.

• The BMI “Consent Decree neither bars fractional 
licensing nor requires full-work licensing.”

• Second Circuit affirms in December 2017.
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Reviewing the Decrees – Trump DOJ
• At Vanderbilt in March 2018, DOJ Antitrust Division

chief, Makan Delrahim, reveals that DOJ is reviewing the
ASCAP and BMI consent decrees again to determine
whether they are “still relevant.”

• On April 25, 2018, DOJ formally announces initiative to
terminate “legacy” antitrust judgments.

• At NMPA annual meeting in June 2018, Delrahim gives
keynote and notes that “we should not take any action
lightly or without due care or consideration” and that “DOJ
has not reached any conclusion” about the decrees.
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1. SCANDAL, DISPARAGEMENT & VULGARITY!!

Expertly Discussed by Jim Johnson
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Aftermath of Matal v. Tam (The Slants Case)
Law: Barring disparaging, immoral, or scandalous marks from 
trademark registration violates the First Amendment.

4th Circuit: Washington Redskins were allowed to keep its name 
and logo as trademarks (Pro-Football, Inc. v. Blackhorse)

2nd Circuit: Food truck that labeled food with ethnic slurs could not 
be denied the ability to participate in a lunch program purely 
because of its ethnic slurs (Wandering Dago, Inc. v. Destito)

Federal Circuit: FUCTTM could not be refused registration because, 
even though it was pronounced the same way as a vulgar word, 
and evidence showed that the mark was used on products 
containing sexual imagery (In re Brunetti)

In General: Courts have followed Matal when the mark in question 
is disparaging to certain groups, but less inclined to apply the 
Matal holding to marks that merely are scandalous.

2. In re Beds & Bars Limited
Rule: Whether a mark is “primarily merely a 
surname” turns not on the actual popularity of 
the last name, but whether the public perceives 
the mark to have no other ordinary meaning 
other than being a last name.

• TM App. for “BELUSHI’S” for 
travel/hotel/restaurant services.

• Apostrophe suggested a last name.

• “Belushi,” so it is an “exceedingly rare” last 
name.

• So many people were familiar with the 
Belushi brothers that many people knew of 
the last name “Belushi.”
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3. Elliott et al. v. Google, Inc.
Rule: “Genericide” is only a bar to 
trademarkability when the mark is a 
“what,” not a “who.”

Dispute

• Gillespie and Elliott petitioned to cancel 
the “GOOGLE” trademark, arguing 
“google” was a victim of “genericide” 
and was a universal name to describe 
the act of internet searching.

• “Google” not generic because evidence 
did not demonstrate that people had 
used the verb “google” indiscriminately.

$54-million jury verdict for trademark infringement wiped 
out:

4. Black & Decker Corp. v. Positec USA Inc. (N.D. Ill.): 
Importance of a Well-Designed Consumer Survey

• Black & Decker sued Positec
USA alleging infringement of its 
“family” of yellow and black 
trade dress

• New trial granted because 
likelihood-of-confusion survey 
did not follow accepted 
methodology (Eveready or 
Squirt) and was unreliable
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5. Revival of Abandoned Applications

New Examination Guide 4-17

• Petitions to revive abandoned
applications must be filed no later
than six months after the USPTO's
electronic records are updated to
show that the application is
abandoned.

• The same deadlines also apply to
petitions to reinstate applications
and registrations that have been
abandoned, cancelled or expired
due to USPTO error.

6. Multiple Specimens of Use
Amendment to Section 8 & Section 71

• Applies to affidavits or declarations of
continued use or excusable nonuse

• Instead of only requiring a single
specimen of use, the USPTO will now
require multiple specimens of use as
may be reasonably necessary.

• 51% of a randomly selected 500
registrations could not supply additional
verified evidence
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7. Electronic Filing
Rule Amendment: All documents to the 
TTAB must be filed online.

•All parties must submit their 
applications through Electronic System 
for Trademark Trials and Appeals 
(ESTTA), except in limited 
circumstances.

•All filings must be served to the TTAB 
by email. 

•Discovery documents must be 
electronically served, but other 
alternatives to email may be stipulated 
to, such as a shared file site.

8. Tiffany & Co. v. Costco Wholesale Corp.
Rule: Courts may elect to award abnormally 
large awards, including punitive damages, for 
trademark infringement.

Dispute

Costco, a seller of diamonds, had used 
“Tiffany” signage on its diamond engagement 
rings, but did not use the word “setting” 

Like other “genericized” terms, a “Tiffany 
setting” ring refers to the generic type of 
ring.

Tiffany & Co. was awarded damages of $19.4 
million, and of those, $8.25 million were 
punitive damages.
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Proving Irreparable Harm for Preliminary Injunction
9. Adidas America, Inc. v. Skechers USA, Inc. (9th Cir.):

• “‘[e]vidence of loss of control over business reputation and damage to 
goodwill [can] constitute irreparable harm,’ so long as there is concrete 
evidence in the record of those things “ (citing Herb Reed v. Fla. Entm’t 
Mgmt.)

• “customer surveys demonstrate that those intangible benefits will be 
harmed if the Onix stays on the market because consumers will be 
confused about the source of the shoes”

District court reversed the TTAB

Rule: A TLD May Transform a Generic Term into a Trademark 
10. Booking.com BV v. Matal (E.D. Va.):

• Under long-standing PTO 
practice, addition of a “.com” 
cannot transform a generic term 
into a protectable mark

• TTAB refused registration to 
“Booking.com”

• E.D. Va. reversed holding that 
addition of a TLD can sometimes 
transform a generic word into a 
descriptive mark (which is 
protectable if it achieves 
secondary meaning)
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QUESTIONS?
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Introduction 

Demand for legal finance is growing—and that’s particularly true in the intellectual 

property space, where patent owners face uniquely high cost and risk. Understanding the benefits 

of legal finance and how to obtain it can provide can be the key to unlocking the value of 

intellectual property, whether it is through achieving success in a licensing or patent enforcement 

campaign, accelerating a royalty stream, or acquiring or divesting patent assets to serve the 

corporate strategy. 

Patent litigation is, as they say, high risk but high reward. A patent owner relies on costly 

experts and attorneys, and confronts the possibility that the entire case could be dismissed at any 

point during an inevitably lengthy litigation process (likely against a well-heeled, seasoned 

opponent). The patent legal landscape has continued to become more challenging, with patent 

owners now virtually guaranteed to be required to dual-track PTAB proceedings alongside 

litigation. 

In the past, patent owners could share those costs and risks with any number of law firms 

that would take IP cases on full contingency. But in today’s challenging legal environment, even 

the most successful of those firms are re-thinking their willingness to absorb pure contingency 

risk in patent matters. As patent holders seek new risk partners, that has driven an increase in 

demand for legal finance, which effectively offers the same ability to warehouse the cost and risk 

of litigation as a contingent fee arrangement. 

In many ways, the patent space was the precursor to litigation finance: owners that 

otherwise would have been unable to afford the cost of litigation to protect their intellectual 

property rights could work with firms willing to take their cases on partial or full contingency. 

As IP firms become increasingly reluctant to share risk, it’s natural that there is greater demand 
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for outside capital in the space. Still, securing IP financing can be challenging for those 

unfamiliar with the process. Patent owners and their counsel can benefit from partnering with 

professional investors that understand the complexity of patent matters and have the longevity to 

support the long and costly IP litigation process.  

Against this backdrop, it’s more important than ever for patent owners to understand their 

financing options so they can secure the optimal solution. In that spirit, we offer an overview of 

what patent owners and their counsel need to know about securing financing for IP matters. 

 

Recourse or Non-Recourse Financing? 

The first question a patent owner should consider is whether to seek recourse or non-

recourse financing.  As its name suggests, recourse financing is secured by collateral with value 

that the financier deems sufficient to secure the loan, and could include some or all of the patent 

portfolio and/or other company or personal assets.  The recipient of recourse financing puts such 

collateral at risk, as it may need to be surrendered in order to repay the financing partner.   

Non-recourse financing, on the other hand, is akin to a law firm’s contingency 

arrangement with a client, in that the financier recovers its invested capital and the related return 

only upon a successful resolution of the underlying legal claim.  Thus, none of the recipient’s 

other assets are affected if the relevant legal claim is unsuccessful.  Another prime benefit is the 

recipient’s ability to achieve more favorable accounting treatment of legal expenses, as will be 

discussed in more detail below. 

While either type of financing might be a fit depending on the specific matter, this paper 

will focus on non-recourse financing.  Most litigation finance providers fund commercial 

litigation and arbitration on a non-recourse basis. 
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Investment Criteria 

As a precursor to seeking financing, claimants and their counsel should thoroughly 

develop the litigation strategy. Given the technical and jurisdictional complexities associated 

with IP litigation, developing such a strategy will take work, but it’s an important prerequisite to 

obtaining funding. Most financiers conduct extensive due diligence before financing an IP 

matter, and that thorough review is not possible without a fully developed plan for monetization.  

An ancillary benefit to this approach is that the underwriting phase of the financing process then 

serves as a second, objective review of the monetization strategy—a valuable set of “fresh eyes” 

before the client, law firm and funder take on what can be considerable litigation risk. 

The best candidates for IP finance meet the following criteria:  

Choice of counsel.  The patent holder has retained litigation counsel with patent trial 

experience, ideally in the same field as the patented technology.  It shouldn’t matter whether 

litigation counsel is from a large firm or boutique, as long as they have the expertise and capacity 

to handle the contemplated campaign.  Financing providers often prefer that counsel be at least 

partially contingent, so as to align interests with the client and the funder.  A commonly used 

“hybrid” contingency is where the law firm significantly discounts its usual hourly rates, and 

also receives a percentage of the proceeds from a successful resolution.  A benefit of legal 

finance is that many, if not most, firms are open to such a hybrid contingent arrangement, 

thereby expanding the client’s range of options beyond the dwindling number of firms willing to 

take patent cases on a full contingency. 
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Case Analysis.  Counsel has conducted a thorough case analysis sufficient to satisfy its 

ethical obligations, and has obtained any contingency fee committee approvals its firm may 

require.  This analysis will typically include a review of the patent prosecution history, 

preparation of patent claim charts for the products at issue, and analysis of potential prior art.  

For patents which have been previously transferred, licensed or litigated, counsel will also 

review the related files to assess any impact to the contemplated litigation.  Counsel and the 

client will also have determined where the litigation is to be filed, a decision which may be more 

complicated in view of the Supreme Court’s 2017 decision in TC Heartland LLC v. Kraft Foods 

Group Brands LLC. 

Capital requirement.  The matter under consideration requires at least $1 million in 

financing.  Some funders may be willing to finance lesser amounts (for example, just the 

litigation costs) but the extent of due diligence required for patent financing usually necessitates 

a threshold in this range.  Many financiers (and law firm contingency fee committees) will also 

seek an estimated litigation budget through trial, broken down by fees and costs.  The budget 

allows the funder to reserve capital for the full extent of the litigation, as well as to identify and 

plan for any complexity anticipated in the case.  The budgeting process can also facilitate 

realistic discussions with the client, particularly when they have not previously (or recently) been 

involved in patent litigation.  See mid-tier patent monetization financing section below for 

smaller cases. 

 Potential damages.  Litigation counsel has an initial damages theory that supports at least 

$20 million in damages at trial.  This is not to say that smaller cases aren’t meritorious but rather 

that with a median cost of $3-5 million through trial, the economics of financing may not make 

sense for either the client or the funder in smaller cases.  Further, damages is one of many areas 
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of the patent law which has become more challenging in recent years, and thus it is important 

that litigation counsel provide this analysis, although the client can often provide valuable input 

and industry insight.  For this reason, damages experts should often be engaged early in the 

decision-making process.  These experts can help both the client and the funder develop damages 

theories and model a range of potential damages so both sides can make better decisions and 

outline productive strategies for maximizing returns. 

 Invention.  The invention is in a field with high, established royalty rates, or where the 

value of the patented technology is easily quantifiable.  This criterion is particularly relevant to 

university-generated IP, where the innovation may be so cutting edge that the related field has 

yet to be commercialized.  This criterion also implicates patents which relate to computer-

implemented technology, in light of the Supreme Court’s 2014 decision in Alice Corp. v. CLS 

Bank International.  Cases involving such patents are more difficult to finance, although a patent 

owner and their counsel might improve the odds by preparing a thorough analysis of why the 

relevant claims would survive an Alice/Section 101 challenge. 

Once the above criteria are met, the matter should be well-positioned for a funder’s 

consideration. Conversely, the inability to satisfy these criteria may mean the matter is not well 

suited for litigation finance or just needs further development. 

 

Diligence process 

Since non-recourse financing is entirely dependent on the successful resolution of the 

case, every matter typically undergoes a rigorous diligence process to determine the strength of 

the merits and damages claims and whether the economics of an investment are viable.  Some 
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financing firms conduct this underwriting analysis internally, which has the benefit of immersing 

them in the details of the case and thus facilitates knowledgeable feedback as the case proceeds.   

The underwriting of IP cases typically includes a thorough analysis of the infringement, validity 

and damages aspects of the case.  To be efficient—important both to the funder and the patent 

owner—the process can be prioritized so as to address the issues in the order which the funder 

sees as most challenging for the particular case.  The patent owner and litigation counsel should 

expect to be involved throughout the process, given their collective knowledge about the history 

and detail of the patents to be asserted.   

Funders will often engage outside experts to conduct prior art searches, reverse 

engineering and financial analysis.  Also, in light of recent developments in the U.S. patent law, 

many patent owners are increasing their patent filing and enforcement activity outside the U.S.  

For financing which will involve multi-jurisdictional proceedings, the funder may retain local 

counsel in each jurisdiction to conduct additional due diligence.  Typically, the underwriting 

costs are borne by the funder as a cost of doing business, although outside costs may be recouped 

as part of any financing which is consummated (consistent with how VC and private equity firms 

handle such costs). 

Financing can be sought at any stage of litigation—pre-filing, mid-case, pre-trial, post-

trial and even post-settlement.  The length of the diligence process varies depending on the case 

stage.  For patents which haven’t previously been litigated and cases which are yet-to-be-filed, 

the full diligence process generally takes 60 days.  For cases which have made it past the PTAB 

or survived dispositive motion practice, the due diligence process is usually shorter—closer to 30 

days.  After a trial verdict, pending appeal, the process can be as short as 10 days. 
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Once diligence has been completed, the financier will work with the patent owner and 

counsel to develop a term sheet that reflects the economic terms of the transaction.  Some 

funders provide preliminary terms in advance of (and subject to) conducting their due diligence.  

If the client and law firm have a desired approach, it is to their benefit to raise that early in the 

process so the funder can have it in mind during its underwriting. 

 

Investment pricing 

Patent financing economic terms can take a variety of forms, ranging from equity-style (a 

percentage of the proceeds from the litigation) to debt-style (a return of the financed amount, 

plus some multiple and/or running rate) or a combination thereof.  Each financing arrangement 

can be customized to ensure counsel and their client have the resources they need throughout the 

full duration of the case.   

Equity-style financing essentially replicates the contingency-fee economics which have 

developed over many years of patent litigation.  In their simplest form, they are expressed as a 

set percentage of proceeds from the related case or assets.  Clients and their counsel often prefer 

this straight-forward approach, since the respective percentages are set from the beginning of the 

case and everyone shares at their agreed amount, whether the ultimate proceeds are large or 

small.  Variations on this approach include percentages which step up over the course of the 

litigation, as more time and expense are incurred.   

Debt-style financing is also common in the legal financing world.  In this approach, the 

committed budget is reserved at the outset and then capital is deployed as the case progresses and 

fees and costs are incurred.  At any given time, the total amount of deployed capital is known (or 

know-able).  If a resolution opportunity presents itself, the patent owner knows how much the 
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funder and counsel, collectively, are to be paid and the remaining amount is entirely the patent 

owner’s.  This approach may be preferred by the patent owner where the potential damages are 

high relative to the amount of financing required.   

These two approaches can also be combined, so as to offer the best of both.  No matter 

which approach, from the client’s perspective, the payments due to the funder and litigation 

counsel collectively should approximate the contingency fee arrangement.  In other words, the 

goal is for the economics to be neutral to the patent owner—whether they are financing the case 

solely through contingency counsel or through a combination of a funder and counsel, the 

collective economics should be about the same. 

 

Impact on a Company’s Shareholders and Credit Rating 

One of the benefits of litigation financing is that it typically does not have a negative 

impact on a company’s shareholders or credit rating.  In fact, litigation financing is usually 

viewed as an improvement of a company’s credit since the contingent nature of repayment 

preserves liquidity.  While litigation financing providers bear equity-like risks, existing 

shareholders are unaffected. 

 

Mid-tier patent monetization financing 

While all attractive patent litigation financing opportunities revolve around a strong 

patent portfolio, not all patent cases are the same.  Some patent portfolios are infringed by 

numerous companies, but the potential damages may not be significant for each licensing target.  

There are financing companies that focus more on the mid-tier patent monetization financing 

market.  The opportunity can be similar to large scale legal financing, but has potentially less risk 
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and thus less reward.  For example, due to the potential damages being lower on a per target 

basis, settlement discussions / settlements with each target typically occur earlier in the litigation 

process, thus reducing the risk associated with lengthy litigation.  The financing is typically non-

recourse, but the financing company usually plays an active role on the patent monetization 

team.  The choice of counsel is a team decision (typically contingent) and the overall case 

analysis / due diligence is typically less exhaustive.  The mid-tier opportunities are oftentimes 

patent licensing programs with at least ten or more licensing targets.  The capital requirement is 

under $1 million in financing and can be set up as an expense pool funded partially via early 

licensing deals.  The capital is used for technical analysis, teardown, claim charts, experts, and 

other out of pocket expenses.  The potential damages do not have to be significant for each 

licensing target, but rather need to be at least $5 million collectively for all the licensing targets. 

 

Assessing potential financing partners 

Commercial litigation finance has seen explosive growth in the past few years. As new 

players and new funding models emerge, it’s important for patent owners and their counsel to 

carefully consider prospective funders on several points:  

Expertise.  Partnering with an experienced finance provider with specialized in-house IP 

expertise provides access to an additional resource to help answer questions, add insight and 

serve as a second set of eyes, all of which can aid in fine-tuning the strategy before the litigation 

begins.  Post-investment, an experienced funder’s involvement is similar to that of a consultant: 

they receive periodic reporting on progress but do not control the case.  That said, when desired, 

their experience and perspective across years of IP investments can allow them to continue to 

add strategic value to the litigation team.   
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 Experience.  IP litigation is complicated. It pays to work with a finance provider that 

knows the space and has considerable appetite for risk.  With the prevalence of IPR petitions in 

high-value patent cases and increased motion practice (venue transfer, patentable subject matter 

challenges, motions to stay pending AIA proceedings, etc.), patent cases are taking longer to 

resolve and budgets are increasing.  It is not unusual for case budgets to exceed $10 million.  

Partnering with a financier with a track record in the IP space and a long-term investment 

perspective allows the client and the litigation team to focus on winning the case, no matter how 

complex and lengthy it may turn out to be.  In mid-tier financing scenarios, experience in 

funding / managing IP litigation is critical since, as noted above, the funder will typically have an 

active role in managing and working to develop the licensing / litigation strategy. 

Longevity.  Because most patent matters eventually continue through to appeal, it’s 

important to select an established partner that will have the capital to see the matter through to its 

conclusion. Among other reasons, this prevent parties from being pressured into an early 

settlement due to a lack of resources.  Similarly, patent owners should be cautious of legal 

funders which don’t have meaningful committed capital, or which need to raise the necessary 

funds once they’ve decided to finance a case, as their investors may not be willing to continue to 

fund the case in its latter stages.   

 Economics.  While some finance providers offer capital on a non-recourse basis, others 

require owners to give up an equity stake in their patent as collateral, and the patent owner can 

decide which approach makes sense for their situation.  Separately, some law firms and funders 

seek to charge a patent owner upfront to perform due diligence on an opportunity, without any 

guarantee that the matter will be financed.  Reputable finance providers and experienced law 

firms understand that such investment is a cost of doing business and will absorb those costs if a 
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matter is not financed.  Finally, while a patent owner should be realistic about the current level of 

risk (and related pricing) in the patent space, financing providers should be open to structuring 

terms that balance risk and reward with the patent owner. 

 

The evolution of legal finance  

Given that patent contingency firms somewhat pioneered the field of legal finance, 

people may think of funders as only able to cover a portion of attorneys’ fees and costs.  Many 

patent owners aren’t aware that financing can be used in a much wider range of ways.  This is 

particularly true in the current patent environment, with heightened risk and increased 

enforcement cost causing a broad devaluation of patent portfolios.  While patent owners and 

their counsel may and will continue to seek funding for fees and costs, there are additional ways 

to leverage a financing and risk-sharing partner to unlock the value of a company’s intellectual 

property. 

Patent portfolio finance.  The America Invents Act (AIA) and changes in patent caselaw 

over the past few years have created substantial uncertainty, and that uncertainty has in turn 

dramatically devalued U.S. patents.  The USPTO has reported decreased fees from patent 

renewals as owners rationally winnow their patent portfolios.  Patent sale transactions, even 

those involving large portfolios from recognized innovators, are being concluded for relatively 

small payments and perhaps a share of future licensing revenues.  Legal finance can be a better 

solution for patent owners wishing to divest patent assets, as well as for interested acquirors.  

Some financiers might be willing to acquire patent assets and monetize them directly, with the 

seller being paid entirely upfront or with a share of future proceeds.  Other financiers prefer to 

work with the acquiror to provide funding for the acquisition and/or the monetization costs, with 
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the acquiror then developing and executing on the monetization strategy.  Depending on the 

seller’s capital needs and appetite for risk, partnering with a financing provider can be a far 

better alternative than abandoning the assets entirely. 

Judgment de-risk.  After surviving the litigation and PTAB process, many patent matters 

then go on to appeal—at which point the patent owner may well have exhausted all financial 

resources.  Also, depending on the issues in the case, a patent owner may be concerned about the 

Federal Circuit reversing or altering a judgment and wish to hedge against that risk.  Legal 

finance can provide partial funding secured by the judgment, which allows patent owners to 

generate capital and reduce the risk of a negative appellate outcome, as well as to defend the 

judgment on appeal. 

Working capital.  Beyond attorneys’ fees and costs, patent owners often need additional 

working capital.  This may come up for a variety of reasons, such as when the client has been 

self-funding the litigation, where there were substantial pre-suit costs (tear-down analysis, etc.), 

or where the company just needs capital to reinvest back into the business.  A key consideration 

will be the funder’s assessment of whether the potential monetization proceeds can support this 

additional financing.  From a pricing perspective, working capital is usually additive to the case 

funding economics.  Pricing will vary depending on how much collective financing is sought and 

the timing the working capital is to be paid (i.e., all upfront, or spread over the course of the 

litigation). 

Litigation portfolio finance.  Law firms and clients with portfolios of litigation can also 

take advantage of legal finance.  Such financing is collateralized by a portfolio of existing 

matters and/or future matters, and can encompass both plaintiff and defense matters.  The 

portfolio financing can be used to pay for all or partial legal fees and costs, for costs only, or to 
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monetize litigation asset value.  Because the financing is cross-collateralized across a portfolio of 

matters, the risk is diversified and the cost of capital is typically lower than for a single case 

financing.  Law firms can use portfolio financing to reduce their overall contingency risk, 

enabling them to take on additional matters without increasing overall contingency exposure.  It 

is also a way to offer alternative fee arrangements to the firm’s clients, thereby enhancing 

competitiveness.  For clients, portfolio finance can mitigate the impact of litigation on balance 

sheets—a particularly compelling benefit for publicly traded companies. 

Accelerating payments.  Legal finance can also be used to structure large settlements and 

accelerate settlement and royalty payments.  Non-legal funders and even legal funders without IP 

expertise may be hesitant to provide financing for settlement or royalty-bearing agreements 

where there is an ongoing legal risk due to the related intellectual property.  Relative to financing 

secured by litigation or monetization proceeds, accelerating settlement or royalty payments can 

be far less risky and thus the cost of capital can be very attractive for the patent owner.  

Defense-side financing.  While the more intuitive use is on the plaintiff side of the 

equation, legal finance can provide benefits for defense matters as well.  Since legal fees and 

costs are treated as an accounting expense, financing them avoids that monthly drag on the 

company’s P&L.  A financing provider will typically work with the company to identify success 

milestones (e.g., resolution of the case at an early stage, settlement below a certain amount, etc.) 

and the related success fees.  If the milestones are achieved, the financing firm is paid but if not, 

there is no obligation to repay the financing.  Thus, defense-side financing can also serve as a 

risk-management solution. 

Fee-shifting protection.  A somewhat unique application of legal finance is to protect 

against the risk of legal fee-shifting under Section 285 of the patent statute.  The Supreme 
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Court’s 2014 decision in Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness, Inc. significantly 

lowered the threshold for fee shifting in patent cases.  In the two years that followed, motions 

seeking fee shifting spiked while the grant rate for such motions has remained steady at about 

30%.  With some of those awards rising well into the seven figures, a patent owner might want to 

mitigate that risk with legal finance. 

 

Key Takeaways: 

● IP diligence takes time—but the process is worth it.  The benefits of the underwriting 

process outweigh any delay, and the better prepared the case is going into the process, the more 

likely it can move smoothly to a positive financing decision. 

● Consult damages experts early in the review process.  Since damages analysis is the focus 

of litigation funding, damages experts should be consulted early on in the assessment process to 

help both funders and clients maximize damages strategies and understand potential returns. 

● It’s not “expensive”. The cost of capital for litigation finance is in line with the economics 

offered by contingent-fee law firms—economics that have been the standard for 40 years.  In 

return for that economics, the patent owner also gets the benefit of non-recourse capital:  If you 

lose, you don’t pay.  

● Not all patent cases are equal.   There are financing options for patent cases that do not have 

significant patent damages.  The capital requirement does not always have to be in the millions 

to find a financing partner. 

● Separating finance from litigation just makes sense.  Obtaining capital from an external 

source lets lawyers focus on doing what they do best, while offering a better alignment of 

incentives among counsel, client, and capital provider.  
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ICLE BOARD

Name Position Term Expires

Carol V. Clark Member 2019

Harold T. Daniel, Jr. Member 2019

Laverne Lewis Gaskins Member 2021

Allegra J. Lawrence  Member 2019

C. James McCallar, Jr. Member 2021

Jennifer Campbell Mock Member 2020

Brian DeVoe Rogers Member 2019

Kenneth L. Shigley  Member 2020

A. James Elliott Emory University 2019

Buddy M. Mears  John Marshall 2019

Dean Daisy Hurst Floyd Mercer University 2019

Cassady Vaughn Brewer  Georgia State University 2019

Carol Ellis Morgan  University of Georgia 2019

Hon. Harold David Melton Liaison 2019

Jeffrey Reese Davis  Staff Liaison 2019

Tangela Sarita King Staff Liaison 2019



GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET

Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually, 
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in 
the area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in 
the Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal 
case in 1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of 
three hours of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice 
hours are included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited” 
provider of “approved” CLE instruction.

Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next 
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years. 
Excess trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.

A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the 
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics, professionalism and trial 
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND 
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!

ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Official 
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees 
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar 
record.

Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure  
at the registration desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any  state other than Georgia.

If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call:  
678-529-6688
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